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Comments

1 I do not think the cap should be removed. The survey information vs the changes that are being considered won't
help with hunting pressure it will only increase

Marquette, Chance evansville, WY 11/23/2022 11:35:00 AM

2 Don’t forget about residents all ready crowded

Hear, Me Laramie , WY 11/23/2022 10:16:00 PM

3 It is pretty clear that the proposal to remove the 7,250 NR elk license cap and implement regional quotas is simply
another veiled attempt to reduce the number of NR hunters in Wyoming. I truly enjoy hunting in Wyoming and do so
because it is a hunter friendly state. It is a bunch of crap to keep trying to reduce NR hunter numbers. Just in case
you folks have forgotten, the tax dollars of quite a few nonresidents has paid for a lot of federal public ground in
Wyoming and continues to pay to manage it. I have also read what the percentage of funding for WYGF is from NR
license fees. Good luck raising the resident fees to offset those license dollar losses. Keep raising the NR license
fees to offset the losses and see what happens. I really hope that Wyoming does not become just like all of the other
western states that I have stopped going to, but I fear that is exactly what will happen. Very likely that I will become
just one more NR hunter who you will no longer get any money from. Best wishes in funding your group and
managing your herd if you keep driving away people who want to hunt there.

Stivason, Michael Apollo, PA 11/25/2022 8:40:00 PM

4 Keep the cap on the tags and make regions like non res. Deer

PERRY, JEFF EVANSTON, WY 11/26/2022 1:46:00 PM

5 Good idea for non-residents but don't come up with this for residents. I have concerns that west of the divide will see
more nonresident hunters which I'm against. Hopefully this is to get more nonnresidents east of divide.

Ames, William Green river, WY 11/27/2022 7:56:00 PM

6 Good day commissioners, I respectfully ask that you decline to move forward with the Taskforce recommendation to
remove the 7,250 cap on non-resident elk licenses and establish regions for NR elk licenses. My reasoning is as
follows: 1)Without looking at specifically proposed maps, regional breakdowns, and suggested quotas, it's not
possible to provide fully informed comment on the need or feasibility of this change and it's effect on the resource.
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2)With the license structure that is currently in place, biologists are able to issue additional type 6 and 7 licenses to
address overpopulation issues through harvest of cow elk at a unit and regional scale. The stated reason for this
proposed change is to address elk population management at a regional scale. The tools to do this are already in
place. That was the conclusion of a previous Game and Fish report from a few years ago. Adjusting bull elk licenses
and harvest does nothing to address a current or future population management effort. 3)It seems likely that this will
result in a net increase in general area hunting pressure. I do not feel that resident elk hunters who hunt general
areas will appreciate seeing more hunters in the field. Thank you for your consideration and your service to the
sportsmen and women of Wyoming.

Owings, Glenn Kelly, WY 11/28/2022 12:04:00 PM

7 There is absolutely no reason to remove the 7250 cap on full price NR elk licenses. It has been argued at the TF
level that it is needed to manage herds. However, even Director Nesvik stated himself " cant say the current system
constrains us at all." It has been stated that the 7250 cap is an arbitrary number. Why is that a problem? In the last
40 years every other big game species in Wyo has shown a decline. We have less Bighorns, Moose, Mule Deer and
Antelope. The only species that has increased in that time is elk. It could be argued that elk is the only highlight. And
for some reason the TF decided this is the species that we need to change how we distribute licenses? The only
thing removing the cap will do is give more NR gen elk licenses. If this is a management issue then please point me
and the rest of Wyoming resident elk hunters to the Gen units that are currently overpopulated with bull elk. Because
that is what is largely killed by NR under a Gen tag. They are not killing cows with a tag that takes years to obtain
and costs over $1000. This is a fact. First the TF punted on providing more license opportunity to the resident elk
hunter. Then they propose a change that will only result in increased NR gen elk hunters. Now the Commission has
the opportunity to show who they are pulling for. I would hope that the Commission shows that they do not support
increased pressure in Gen units by Non Resident hunters. Not without a win for the resident elk hunter. Steve Gili

Gili, Stephen Rock Springs, WY 11/28/2022 12:31:00 PM

8 I'm in favor of regionalizing the general elk licenses for non-residents. There are general areas, particularly in the
Snowy Range and Sierra Madre ranges, that have been inundated with NR hunters over the last several years. This
change would help disperse the NR hunting pressure more broadly on public lands. I think that following a model for
NR general elk license thresholds based on the number of resident general license sales makes more sense than
having a hard cap. Some years the commission could up their sales in this area, but also have the authority to
decrease tags if herd populations dictate within the regions.

Edwards, Tim Cheyenne, WY 11/28/2022 3:45:00 PM

9 How do we make up for thel lost revenue? What concessions are being given to the outfitters?

Rode, William Jackson, WY 11/29/2022 6:59:00 AM

10 they need to put a cap on number of license sold

hartl, ralph riverton, WY 11/30/2022 12:00:00 PM

11 Removing the cap and going to Region management for nonresident elk tags is ok but only with stipulations. It's ok
to increase elk tags in areas where elk continue to be a nuisance and are above objectives and public access is
limited. Under no circumstances should general elk tags be increased in units with lots of public access. The whole
purpose of moving to regional control is to stop overcrowding on public land and give more tags for areas with lots of
private property. Under no circumstances should non-residents make up more than 16% of the hunters in a region.
This should be a hard cap! If herds are above objectives, extend the general seasons.

Harrison, Sean Rock Springs, WY 11/30/2022 5:54:00 PM

12 Make the archery season mid September
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Moody, Shawn Powell , WY 11/30/2022 6:59:00 PM

13 Looks like a good plan for Wyoming Game and Fish, the land owners,and outfitters to make more money and further
crowd our General hunting areas!

Cannon, John Lusk, WY 11/30/2022 7:48:00 PM

14 Absolutely not we already have to many non-resident hunters in this state. This whole move is to put more non-
resident elk tags for the outfitters to have, had nothing to do with management all about the dollars, the task force is
nothing but a sham when you put outfitters and landowners on this committee it just was about what we can get for
ourselves. Not what’s good for wyoming or the resident hunters only their pocket book. To even suggest this to
Wyoming hunters show how biased this community is. AGAIN A FLAT NO

bergquist, Robert Rawlins , WY 12/1/2022 8:01:00 AM

15 We don’t need more non-residents hunters in our state. This whole thing is about getting more permits for the
outfitters and landowners to sell hunts has nothing to do with management. The task was made up of landowners
and outfitters and was nothing more than a way for them to try and get more money in their pockets. Our state is
already over run with out of state hunters and you want more. Go hunt any other state in the west and see what
hunting is there, it’s not about the outfitters or landowners it’s about the residents of that state getting a chance to
enjoy why they live there. SO ABSOLUTELY NO ON THIS

Bergquist, Brenda Rawlins , WY 12/1/2022 8:10:00 AM

16 Absolutely not ! I have read the White Paper on the nonresident elk license allocation and this is just another way of
putting more pressure on the areas that the majority of residents hunt bull elk . I do think the regionalization of the
nonresidents is good but will not support it unless there is a cap on the number of nonresident general licenses
statewide

Brumbaugh, Eugene Wapiti, WY 12/1/2022 4:44:00 PM

17 The region general would be fine but the cap must stay the same.

walsh, tracy powell, WY 12/2/2022 9:19:00 AM

18 I do not support this recommendation. The wolves in Western Wyoming a slowly, but surely wiping out the elk herds.
Coupling the wolves with the eventful elimination of feed groups and the spread of CWD, residents will not have elk
to hunt. I would support a Unit by Unit 10% nonresident quota as long as the WY G&F adopts the same 10%
nonresident quota for Deer & Antelope Statewide.

Perkins, Wayne Thayne, WY 12/4/2022 11:41:00 AM

19 This F&G has screwed up deer and antelope hunting in our state so now they want to screw up the elk hunting as
well. If they would manage the wildlife rather than their checkbook we would all be better off. Our legislators need to
stop giving them money. They (G&F) are too heavy and bloated with too much brass and too many biologists. This
cap removal is all about the money for G&F and outfitters. Don’t increase the cap slash the size of G&F. Period

Welch , Vance Afton , WY 12/4/2022 12:11:00 PM

20 Regardless of how the non-resident crowd views this, the landowners or the guides, the purpose is game
management. Do what is best for the animals. Game management is not a business.

Dagen, Kevin Torrington, WY 12/5/2022 8:19:00 AM
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21 Absolutely Not ! This will cause more over crowding from NR Hunters in General Elk Units!!! THE Task Force is an
absolute Farce! They have done nothing for Resident Hunters other than a few extra tags with the Big 5. They
(WWTF) are asking for more NR tags and the Resident Hunter is not receiving a thing!!! This is ridiculous and should
not happen until Residents receive the 90/10 for all antelope, deer and elk tags. The WWTF is full of landowners and
Outfitters who are looking to fill their pockets with Wyoming's Wildlife and are shunning the WY Resident Hunter.
Again this should not be approved until WY Resident Hunters are benefitted first!

Aksamit, Jim SHERIDAN, WY 12/5/2022 9:27:00 AM

22 No, this is ridiculous. How much more confusion with zones/regions can we create. This just outfitters wanting more
tags and will only add MORE pressure for us residents who hunt not only as a tradition but as source of family food.
Why should residents want NRs to have more tags and we DID NOT get 90/10 to compensate for opportunity. This
tas force was tasked with getting to 90/10 and reducing admin burden on G&F, these changes only make both
worse.

Crowell, Chris Cody, WY 12/6/2022 5:30:00 AM

23 Good afternoon. I’m a nonresident and would Like to comment on the regional cap of general nonresident elk
hunters. I’ve elk hunted In Wyoming the last three years. Which has been wonderful. I’ve hunted the madres.
Wyoming range and the upper green river. Capping non residents is not the answer. Overwhelming amount of
hunting pressure is coming from resident hunters by a huge margin. And lower quality hunting experience is primarily
due to over use of off road vehicles moving game to hard to reach areas and lots of noise. That’s my experience.
Thank you

Deberry , Marc Grain valley, MO 12/6/2022 3:33:00 PM

24 Makes since that the cap should be removed since the non resident licenses are so hard to receive and in high
demand.

winzer, Brett Valley Center, KS 12/7/2022 6:35:00 AM

25 I am in favor of removing the 7500 cap on non-resident licenses.

Buss, Robert Lords Valley, PA 12/7/2022 9:20:00 AM

26 Don’t increase the price of special deer and elk draw tags. People making median income in the US are getting bent
over in plenty of other areas, no need to give the rich more advantage.

Baker, Garrett Franklin , TN 12/7/2022 9:34:00 AM

27 I am 100 % a quota system by region for elk licenses in Wyoming. I have hunted there for over 35 years and I'm tired
of this type of action to always limited NR activity. Limiting resident hunter opportunity is the real problem with a
quality hunt and big game population control and you are well aware of that. I'm a lifelong hunter and know Wyoming
better than most residents and I can't believe how the restrictions for NR continue. I finally reached the point where
I'm gonna through my hands up and stop hunting not only Idaho but Wyoming as the restrictions and HUGE increase
in unlimited RESIDENT hunting pressure is ruining the experience. I had an NR Wy Gen elk tag that cost me well
over $1000 if I include bonus pts the hunting experience due to hunting pressure in West Wy was the poorest I"ve
had in 35 years and trust me you will kill NR's from buying your tags if you continue to only manage NRs. Start
managing Resident hunters in Gen areas please. Do what Ut, Id, Colorado have already done with residents.

pech, david Bloomington, UT 12/7/2022 9:57:00 AM

28 YES!! Remove the 7,250 cap on nonresident licenses and establish regions for nonresident general elk licenses.

Gefroh, Jake Bottineau, ND 12/7/2022 10:23:00 AM
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29 I always believe tag quotas should be established based on herd conditions from year to year. I do not agree with tag
quotas that are arbritrarily selected not using data from animal population sizes in individual zones and/or regions. If
animal population size supports a higher tag quota, then increase the tag quota. Likewise, if numbers are down in
that population, decrease the tag quota. This should apply to both resident and nonresident tags.

Strohmayer, Kevin Redding, CA 12/7/2022 10:27:00 AM

30 I AM AGAINST THIS IDEA.

BAILEY, WILLIAM SMETHPORT, PA 12/7/2022 10:55:00 AM

31 No changes. Quota based on population and demand

kohn, Gordon Dekalb, IL 12/7/2022 11:06:00 AM

32 If this non-resident cap has no biological purpose, I would defer to your biologists to set what the non-resident cap
should be on an annual basis, knowing it might have to fluctuate to respond to herd levels and management
objectives. The resource must come first and if that means more non-resident tags, or fewer, to meet your
management objectives, that is what you should set it at.

Newberg, Randall Bozeman, MT 12/7/2022 11:13:00 AM

33 The WGF should LOWER the number for non-resident license and not even consider allowing NON-RESIDENTS to
buy a general license. The hunters in Wyoming should come first. Non-residents in my opion do not bring in that
much money to the state. It is getting to the point that as a resident we are being pushed out of our hunting areas
because some people believe that NON- RESIDENTS are more important.. The Wy Wildlife Taskforce is run by a
bunch of people that are only interested in the money, they are not concerned about wyomings wildlife or the people
of wyoming.

Harvey, Douglas Casper, WY 12/7/2022 11:33:00 AM

34 I think this is a great idea. With so many options to hunt for non residents it appears they pile into areas with easy
road access and limited numbers of grizzly bears. Cokeville is overrun with people. We have a lot of elk but they
should be managed better by setting caps on non resident numbers. I think it will provide a better hunting experience
for everyone. Spread people out and make the quality of hunting better. I wouldn't mind making residents pick a unit
either.

Thomas, Scott Cokeville, WY 12/7/2022 1:28:00 PM

35 More tags only means more hunters afield, more pressure on the animals and of course more revenue for the State.
The State and the outfitters are the only ones that benefits here. Increase fees if you need to but please leave the
NR cap as they are.

mestrin, john Prescott Valley, AZ 12/7/2022 4:56:00 PM

36 Only if the resident is also restricted to an area. If trying to manage an area - manage it for all hunters.

Holm, Scott Lee, IL 12/7/2022 5:00:00 PM

37 The elk population in Wyoming continues to increase, even with a fairly aggressive elk management strategy.
Removing the cap would be something I could get behind. But the subunit specific suggestions don't resonate with
me. This looks like there is no meaningful increase in tags AND limits you to a single sub-unit. Today, if I can draw, I
have my run of several spots I can hunt. The proposal seems like a tax for Non Residents vs a big benefit, unless
your recommended tag increase #'s are increased a lot.
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Copple, Jon Fairview, UT 12/7/2022 5:06:00 PM

38 Hello My name is Levi. I am an avid hunter and have been saving WY elk, deer and antelope points for several years
now. After reading through the proposal, my opinions are positive and would favor such a change. I do have two
questions. 1. Would this affect the 90/10 R to NR quota change I have heard about? 2. Would all NR hunt choices be
regions or would specific units still be options? Thank you for your time and efforts! Levi

Northup, Levi Santa Fe, NM 12/7/2022 5:12:00 PM

39 It seems to me that the removal of the 7250 cap and establishing NR region elk areas would not change much in the
way of NR Hunter distribution. It seems to me that establishing these NR regions would only increase the NR tags
issued in regions primarily consisting of private land which I feel is the reason the TF aka outfitters are in favor of
this. If the majority of residents feel there is to much pressure in certain General elk areas maybe the TF should look
into changing some of those units to LQ.

Ostapiuk , Andrew Santa Maria, CA 12/7/2022 7:02:00 PM

40 I am opposed to this move on ever level. The 7250 cap is a good predictable cap. This does not need to change and
the only change I could support would be if the cap was lowered and allowed for fewer NR tags. As for the regional
issue, ado strongly opposed to this move. Any time you limit/restrict hunter options you increase demand, and
increase the pressure to harvest. There is not massive crowding by NR in any WY general units. The game and fish
data clearly shows this. In the presentation provided it appear that the busiest General Elk units the numbers were
like 80% resident hunters and only 20% nonresident. As such even if you cut the NR numbers in half it will have
virtually no impact on hunter crowding. Not only will forcing regions on NR have no impact on areas where crowding
is a Perceived issue it will be a double edged sword and increase the crowding g in areas that have lower NR
hunters as they will be forced into those lower demand areas. Absolutely do not support any aspect of this move and
will be sure to let other know…

Winn, Robert Lander, WY 12/7/2022 7:07:00 PM

41 I do not support either move. Do not change the quota, and do not force regions. Neither one is necessary and
neither will benefit me as a resident. In fact both will harm my hunting experience as I enjoy hunting a lower demand
general area.

Winn, Melissa Lander, WY 12/7/2022 7:19:00 PM

42 I am against removing the 7250 cap on NR elk tags. Further, it’s about time for a 90/10 resident/non resident split on
elk tags.

Broadbent, Roger Sheridan, WY 12/7/2022 8:01:00 PM

43 I as a NR am totally against this proposal. Looks like a money grab for outfitters to me.

Shepherd , Kris Canby , OR 12/7/2022 9:51:00 PM

44 i think the 7250 n r cap should be left alone..I as a non resident have not seen anygood come from your "wyoming
taskforce"the outfitters and guides already have far to much say in any matters and me as a d i y non resident is just
gonna get shafted ///leave the draws,ect system the way it is for now and dont give in to the outfitters pushing there
agenda.

kirkpatrick, daniel Mulino, OR 12/8/2022 12:18:00 AM

45 Their has not been an increase in NR hunters as the cap hasn't changed the issue here is there are now more R
hunters in WY than ever. This proposed change will not solve the perceived crowing issue it will only hurt local WY
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economies from reduction in NR hunters, especially if the fee increase is passed for the Special draw. NR hunters
that use guide don't spend nearly as much locally as the DIY hunter.

Moore, Aaron Indian Land, SC 12/8/2022 4:35:00 AM

46 I am opposed to the two recommend changes as it not clear that the recommendations will fixed the perceived
problem. If the problem is game management then the current regulations framework provide the fixability needed. If
the problem is over crowding then the focus should be on resident hunters as they make up 75-85% of hunters.

Black, Campbell WELLINGTON, 12/8/2022 8:21:00 AM

47 The cap needs to stay in place. Region general would be fine but divide the 7250.

walsh, vicki powell, WY 12/8/2022 8:32:00 AM

48 No more Non resident tags.... it's already too crowded, offer additional type 1 tags to residents. charge an extra
premium if you like.. but do not offer more non resident tags,, they will make the Non wilderness areas that much
more crowded, also it will impact the wilderness areas as well. non residents are going into wilderness areas all the
time now.

leseberg, Mark Boulder, WY 12/8/2022 8:36:00 AM

49 No I do not support this. The NR cap on elk licenses has worked pretty well for us. Lifting it and making Regional
General elk areas will not help with crowding or hunter pressure it will make it worse. Allowing more potential NR
hunters in any given general area. This is another proposal put froth by the Wildlife Task Force on behalf of outfitters
not Resident hunters. Resident hunters want less pressure in out General areas and this will increase NR hunter
numbers and make things worse. The Task Force has really only pushed one proposal that will help Resident
hunters and nothing to help wildlife populations in Wyoming. The Commission needs to listen to your stake holders,
the resident hunters and not the outfitters looking for a guaranteed income.

Bartush, Pam LARAMIE, WY 12/8/2022 8:37:00 AM

50 I would agree with the recommendation to remove the caps. Non-residents, such as myself, contribute to the local
economies of Wyoming towns in a much more impactful way than a resident does, relative to hunting. We eat at
local restaurants, stay in hotels or at campgrounds, shop at local stores for groceries and supplies, and have our
game processed at local butchers. All of which is a shot in the arm for rural economies. By removing the caps, and
allowing us to draw tags more frequently, one will see an economic benefit, not just for the WG&F in increased
license revenue (we pay many-fold what residents do), but even more importantly, for local businesses that are the
heart of Wyoming's rural economy.

Stefanak, Jim Streetsboro, OH 12/8/2022 8:44:00 AM

51 I'm all for establishing regions for non-resident general elk. This will help disperse hunters a little more and help
manage the population. But I'm totally against eliminating the 7,250 cap on non-resident elk licenses. Elk populations
can be managed through the reduced price cow-calf licensing. In reality non-residents get more than 7,250 right now
with all the reduced price cow-calf tags they are able to draw and buy. This is just another outfitter driven, sponsored,
recommendation by this biased taskforce.

Kowalski, Ben Cody, WY 12/8/2022 9:06:00 AM

52 I oppose removing the 7,250 cap on nonresident elk licenses. Removing the cap would likely result in crowding even
more hunters onto limited public land. If you want to control harvest better in over objective areas issue more private
land only tags, not more nonresident general tags. Adding more nonresident general tags will greatly increase the
hunting pressure in easily accessible areas frequented by resident hunters due to nonresidents not being able to
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hunt wilderness areas without a guide. I would be in favor of creating nonresident general elk regions as long as
nonresident tag numbers are not increased.

CIMBUREK, CHASE ROCK SPRINGS, WY 12/8/2022 9:41:00 AM

53 I value the current general elk structure in Wyoming and do not see the establishment of NR general elk regions as a
great benefit, either to distribution of hunting pressure or to wildlife managers' ability to better manage harvest. The
only potential upside to this proposal is for outfitters who wish to increase the number of nonresident clients that they
can serve in areas where access is limited. Region-specific NR elk licenses for areas with difficult public access
would of course be less popular and become easier to obtain, therefore allowing those willing to pay for access to
draw more tags (that would be valid in more accessible units if not for the effects of this proposal). In my opinion, by
making access even more valuable to outfitters, this would further incentivize landowners to lease to outfitters,
driving further limiting of public access to deeded and landlocked land. I am not in favor of further privatization of
wildlife anywhere in this country, which is what this proposal advances, in my opinion.

Glick, Neil Mifflintown, PA 12/8/2022 9:51:00 AM

54 I oppose both proposals. DO not remove the cap, and do not force in regions. Neither move will benefit me as a
hunter and as a resident.

Winn, Emma Lander, WY 12/8/2022 10:25:00 AM

55 i would like to see nr elk regions implemented to reduce crowding issues but not at the cost of removing the nr cap
the current cap is more then enough elk tags for nr hunters there is already too much pressure. as a resident hunter
which is who you should consider first i am against the removal of the cap the only group in favor of this is wyoga
which heavily influences the task force. i vote to keep the current system as is or implement elk regions and fall with
in the current cap.

kyniston, brandon Powell, WY 12/8/2022 10:37:00 AM

56 PLease leave the current system in place.

Zellner, Rodger Brodheadsville, PA 12/8/2022 1:05:00 PM

57 I am opposed to removing the 7,250 cap. I see no benefit for residents or non-guided nonresidents.

PRANGER, TONY Oregon City, OR 12/8/2022 2:23:00 PM

58 HELL NO! The Taskforce consists of OUTFITTERS those who make money from nonresident hunters! Flitner and
Livingston! Self serving trough feeding bastards! WY has too many nonresident tags already! You should CUT
nonresident tags and LIMIT opportunities for nonresidents! I know California hunters who draw EVERY YEAR!
Meanwhile - us lowly residents can't draw tags!

GLEASON, JAMES CASPER, WY 12/8/2022 4:02:00 PM

59 To hell with the nonresidents! Don't reduce the quota and don't do a damn thing for NONRESIDENTS! Just make
more areas or targeted areas General Licenses for RESIDENTS ONLY! But no - its all about the money isn't it?

W. GLEASON, JAMES CASPER, WY 12/8/2022 4:11:00 PM

60 It’s a good idea. Here in Montana our hunting experience is being greatly reduced by nonresident pressure. SW
Montana could learn a lot from these other states. Consider adding more archery only tags. This will spread the
pressure over more calendar days. As more people move west, wildlife management must be adapting.

Schock, Dwight Dillon , MT 12/8/2022 5:20:00 PM
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61 Do not remove the cap. We do not need more NR hunters I did not even draw as a resident. Also regions will only
inflate creep and inflate pressure…

Winn, Will Lamder, WY 12/8/2022 5:48:00 PM

62 Nonresidents greatly add to the local tourism economy. Last time I came to Wyoming for an elk hunt I probably
ended up spending $5000 for tags, room and board, dining, and shopping. And I am just one hunter.

Mehdi, Abbas Granite Bay, CA 12/8/2022 5:59:00 PM

63 Please do not change how you are allocating nonresident tags are given. I would like to see the tag allocation for elk
continued as is, instead of a region that must be hunted.

Huber , Andrew Pasco, WA 12/8/2022 7:59:00 PM

64 I think that the local wolves are killing far more elk than both residents and nonresident combined. I found wolf tracks
everywhere that I went in Wyoming backcountry this year. I don't think limiting nonresident tags will help the elk herd
in any way. It will only hurt Wyoming game and fish.

Wells , Ryan Driggs , ID 12/8/2022 8:54:00 PM

65 As a non resident I do not support capping the amount of elk tags for non residents.With elk already over population
in some areas and out of state paying a lot more to help fund wildlife conservation I don't feel this should be the
correct course to take.

King, Ryan Bellingham, WA 12/8/2022 9:36:00 PM

66 More catering to non resident hunters?? Are there units equally distributed throughout the state for RESIDENT
ONLY? Are these new non res units going to be the “pick of the litter” locations? When are residents going to be able
to increase their odds in limited quota areas by being included in P/P drawings for elk, deer and antelope? Since
75% of the available tags in these units go to p/p holders, that puts residents at an extreme disadvantage to draw. It
is the same as saying 75% of available tags in certain areas are reserved exclusively for non resident hunters and
thats the truth and every resident hunter in the state thats not a part time land owner from elsewhere or outfitter
disagrees with the current situation. Giving non residents more elk opportunity while taking more opportunity from
the people who live here is going to lead to further resentment

Clark, Jeremy Pinedale, WY 12/9/2022 10:22:00 AM

67 I am all for the cap and making non res choose the region just like they do for deer. This will help spread people out
throughout the state

McKenzie, Bryan Cody, WY 12/9/2022 12:09:00 PM

68 As a non resident I appreciate WGFD considering my input. I have enjoyed the time spent in your great state and I
would love to elk hunt Wyoming more often. These proposals seem to offer a few additional opportunities but more
importantly from my perspective will help biologist manage the elk populations more closely. I think the smaller
"general" zones are a good idea for non residents. As far as the tag allocations, that should be up to the biologists
and if removing the cap makes that easier for them to do, then I'm for it.

elmore , steven Ovalo, TX 12/9/2022 12:42:00 PM

69 The presentation looks wonderful, but anyone can make it look like it is a good thing. However National Forests are
public lands owned by all. The proposal is to cut the NR tag allocation on our public lands, and increase the tag
allotment on private land areas. Honestly most private land is owned by wyoming residents so it makes more sense
to increase the resident allotment on private lands. It is their land so they should be able to hunt it. I believe we all
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pay taxes and our public lands are owned by all of us, so I am not in favor of reducing the amount of tags available
to NR in national forests. The allotment should be increased if we want make it more fair.

Staryszak, Michael Garrison, MN 12/9/2022 1:02:00 PM

70 The cap for nonresidents should be increased, not reduced. The outfitter subsidy should be eliminated and those
tags should be added to the nonresident pool. Reducing the amount of nonresident tags will reduce the dollars going
to conservation which would mean you would need to increase prices on the remaining tags. That road leads to
nonresidents being priced out and residents having to pick up the bill down the road. That’s not a model of success
in any state.

Madariaga, Mathew Richfield, UT 12/9/2022 2:09:00 PM

71 The NR cap is fine where it is at. This is only being proposed as the outfitters want more clients. It is their hope that
they will get additional tags in areas with difficult access and lots of private land. This will not mean more opportunity
for the average DIY general elk hunter in WY. Instead this move is meant to force more tags into the areas where the
landowners and the outfitters will gain money/clients. Outfitters don't need any more welfare.

Holdaway, Josh Martinsville, IN 12/9/2022 2:24:00 PM

72 Colorado sucks and Wyoming is awesome! I come to Wy every year to hunt something. Getting drawn for bull elk is
nearly impossible without 4 pp's. I am almost there and I hope it isn't snatched away or I'm stuck in a poor area for
red headed step child nonresidents:(

myers, perry shepherdsville, KY 12/9/2022 2:51:00 PM

73 This is not sound management. This is obvious abuse of power by outfitters on the Taskforce looking only to
increase the opportunities for nonresident hunters which will in turn increase the number of clients that are using
their services. I strongly disagree with this proposal.

Southworth, Dusty Thermopolis, WY 12/9/2022 5:49:00 PM

74 I strongly disagree with this proposal. This is obviously the outfitters on the Taskforce looking to increase the number
of nonresident hunters that will be needing their services. If the Taskforce truly cared for nonresident opportunity
there would be a proposal to remove the requirements of a guide for nonresident hunters in wilderness areas. Once
again all I see is another way to try and subsidize outfitters businesses.

Southworth, Tara Thermopolis, WY 12/9/2022 5:54:00 PM

75 I think that is a horrible idea unless it’s for private lands only. The public lands are already over run with hunters. Also
need to drop the number of deer tags before there are no mule deer left. It’s disgusting to see how the mule deer
population has dropped so significantly and still giving out way too many tags.

Webber, Jason Newcastle, WY 12/9/2022 6:37:00 PM

76 The quota sounds about right. Non residents bring much needed money into Wyoming

Oaks, Brian Riverton, WY 12/9/2022 7:31:00 PM

77 What is the data on harvesting, the data on fatal infections. What data is being considered on changing the numbers.
What was the readon for changing tbe numbers. What limit is being considered. Too many hunters could cause
issues, i would suggest a cap limited to 8,750. Split between military, non residents, hunters who never recieved a
wyoming big game license. Reduce the numbers of hunters who already revieved elk tags. Limit the elk licenses in
total of 2 to 3 elk tags for residents. Keep preference points for non residents that dont expire. Non resident points vs
resident game tags are a big price difference.
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Gay, Thomas Madison, WI 12/9/2022 8:44:00 PM

78 Reducing the number of Nonresident elk tags is foolish. It will result in increased tag costs, loss of revenue to local
businesses, reduced number of G&F staff, and taking Wyoming off the list as a state to come to for hunting. All this
would do is move nonresident hunters to Colorado and Montana. There is NO benefit to Wyoming state resident
hunters by limiting the number of nonresident hunters in the state. Foolish idea which will backfire on the Wyoming
citizens.

Scott, Donald RIVERTON, WY 12/10/2022 7:17:00 AM

79 I am opposed to lifting the NR cap on elk tags and re-distributing them to specific regions. If this proposal was
honestly about managing the population of elk it would apply to all elk hunting - not just the minority that is done by
NR's. This is really about outfitter welfare, ensuring clients, and forcing more elk tags into regions heavier to private
lands and leased lands. More tags in those areas will create more NR hunters that are inclined, or forced via access,
to use outfitter and guide services. Additionally this will come at a cost to resident hunters as well because leasing
hunt rights will become more prevalent and residents will lose places currently accessible to hunting. Finally, as far
as reducing and redistributing hunting pressure the proposal will have limited impact. Again the majority of the
pressure is applied by the majority of the hunters - the residents. You don't resolve that issue by only addressing the
minority population of hunters - the non-residents. Again, this is outfitter welfare cleverly disguised.

McMillan, Richard Orofino, ID 12/10/2022 7:20:00 AM

80 Do not increase the cap, if anything reduce the amount. Wyomingites are out numbered in our own state by
nonresidents/tourists all in the name of money. The state is selling off our state further for money.

Giustino, Jeff LARAMIE, WY 12/10/2022 8:51:00 AM

81 Do not make any changes to the current plan with regards to elk management. Julius Vatalaro

Vatalaro, Julius Thayne, WY 12/10/2022 8:55:00 AM

82 There are already enough non resident hunters. This proposal looks like a way to increase revenue at the expense
of the quality of hunting for the wyoming tax paying hunter. The likely beneficiary of this proposal is the commercial
outfitting industry and private landowners who sell access to private and public lands to nonresident hunters. Season
setting timing, use of quotas for individual hunting areas, and a robust effort to increase access to private lands and
landlocked public lands would increase harvest and promote an increase of resident hunters of all ages. Best use of
effort is to increase the number of new and likely younger hunters by increasing access and quality of available
hunting.

krokker, kermit sheridan, WY 12/10/2022 11:30:00 AM

83 I belive the nonresident hunters bring a lot of good to the state and we should be adding opportunities for them.

Carrico, Justin RAWLINS, WY 12/10/2022 5:58:00 PM

84 Sure....it so sad. You'll keep raising NR license fees, drop their ability to draw tags, and keep them out of "your"
wildernesses without a guide....wow. The irony: Watching your liberal game biologists and policy makers, who have
Stanford PhD's, but have never harvested an animal in their lives, and watch deer, sheep, goat, and moose
populations plummet while they try to keep "revenue" from licenses flowing so they can stay employed! I'll "move" to
WY for retirement, and use my NR points as a resident.

STEPHENS,
CHRISTOPHER

CENTREVILLE, MD 12/10/2022 9:12:00 PM
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85 I feel the state of Wyoming is beyond generous when it comes to non resident tags. All this will do is pad the pockets
of game and fish and outfitters like Sy Gillian’s who will exceed the projected numbers of elk with hunters, just to
fatten his wallet

Douglas, Darren Casper, WY 12/10/2022 10:29:00 PM

86 NO non resident tag should be issued until every resident hunter who wants a tag, gets one. Most NR hunters come
from states where theyre allowed multiple deer per season or even per day. I know residents that have gone 5 years
plus without drawing a tag. If its all about conservation and the STATE wants control of conservation over the
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, then let the states resident hunters fulfill conservation efforts before awarding NR
hunters tags. And let them deal with conservation efforts in their home states. This has gotten out of hand and it is a
clear land, tag and money grab

Clark, Kaitlin Pinedale, WY 12/11/2022 7:10:00 AM

87 We need to keep working on access to public lands that are inaccessible. Figure out a way to access private lands
with over objective deer and elk numbers. I would love to do a late season cow hunt. Make it doable on the price of
tag and give an incentive to the landowner. I would pay a fair trespass fee($100-200) for the opportunity. It sure
beats the $15 per hunter per day that Montana gives the landowners for block management areas. You guys know
what to do. Good luck,Pete Ney

Ney, Peter Two Rivers, WI 12/11/2022 10:16:00 AM

88 Thank you for considering my comments in regards to the WWTF recommendation in removing the non resident elk
cap of 7,250 and creating elk regions for non residents. I am in favor of the removal of the non resident elk cap for
many reasons. It’s obvious Wyoming has significantly more elk on the landscape than when this cap was put in
place. This is the only quota not visited by the commission every year. The 7,250 cap should have been removed
years ago. Access to the resource must be considered by the commission when setting elk region quotas and if non
residents have the ability to access that resource via willingness to compensate landowners or hire outfitters (back
country areas) that should be considered when setting quotas. Financial considerations to the department should be
weighed when setting non resident quotas. The non resident has shown he is willing to pay the lions share for
management costs of the department. The proposed region quotas should be higher than the original proposal to
reflect our large elk populations and the financial consideration to the departments fiscal health. Thank you, Sy
Gilliland

Gilliland, Sy Casper, WY 12/11/2022 10:46:00 AM

89 I am a wyoming resident and have been hunting elk here all my life. Now my hunting partners have moved out of
state, and nonresident licenses are increasingly more difficult to draw. I would welcome any move to make it easier
to draw a nonresident license. Last season we opted to hunt in Colorado as wyoming licenses were not available.

White, Virgil Cheyenne, WY 12/11/2022 12:54:00 PM

90 Elk on public land should be available to all US legal taxpayers. My neighbor lives in Tx but keeps his moms house
up and spends lots of time and money in The Big Horn Basin. He buys out of state licences for Fish and game.
These people are sick of being treated like 2nd class people. NO non resident fee increases or licence limitations are
what we need,

Henrichsen, Reed Ten Sleep, WY 12/11/2022 4:58:00 PM

91 Do not do this we will turn our forest and open land into Colorado hunting. You can’t go anywhere in the woods
without running into people this will be good for your pockets sure. But it’s not the right way to do this. There needs
to be tighter restrictions on non residents we need to protect this land or it will become dangerous over ran over
harvested.
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Robinson , Roy Cheyenne , WY 12/11/2022 5:18:00 PM

92 Dont cap nonresident tags. They bring us money

Wolff, Susan Jackson, WY 12/11/2022 8:45:00 PM

93 capping the Nonresident tags cause your state to lose out on revenue from the hunter coming from other states, our
tags cost more we spend money on Hotles, food, that those communities would loose out on.

WEBER, DOUGLAS GEORGETOWN, IN 12/12/2022 3:45:00 AM

94 No I do not agree with lifting the cap on non resident elk licenses. I do not feel that this recommendation is based on
anything other than revenue generation.

owen, benjamin saratoa, WY 12/12/2022 7:03:00 AM

95 No I do not believe this cap should be lifted. It would be my vote to lower that cap number.

Engstrom, Chad Rawlins, WY 12/12/2022 7:41:00 AM

96 I have followed the WY Wildlife Task Force recommendations, and read material on their website. The Task Force
has made numerous recommendation changes that I have opinions on regarding management of WY Wildlife. The
recommendation to reduce Non Resident Quota to 10% from 20% is supported by me as a longtime resident. In the
past 10 years tags have become really hard to draw with years, and years between draw of tags that you could draw
every other year or every 3rd years have become every 7 years for Residents. As to the cap of 7,250 in Units where
the tags are not being sold such as Units that are predominantly private land and little public access if it helps Game
& Fish reach management goals by allowing Non Residents to obtain these tags I see no problem.

Borden, Bradley Powell, WY 12/12/2022 9:25:00 AM

97 I'm not in favor. This will undoubtedly add more Non resident pressure to our Accessible areas that most of us
residents use. If you must increase Non resident elk tag numbers make them Outfitted Wilderness only licenses. The
residents seem to loose way more than we gain with you guys.

Brown, Wesley Gillette, WY 12/12/2022 11:40:00 AM

98 As a resident of Wyoming, I am AGAINST this proposal. Wyoming has quite possibly the highest overall general area
elk success rate of any state in the US.....for a reason. I see no real benefit to the resource or residents of the state
by lifting the cap and regionalizing elk hunt areas.

Deibert, Mark SHERIDAN, WY 12/12/2022 12:40:00 PM

99 This just seems like another way to collect more money from preference points. Your Non-Resident plans on limiting
tags has already completely pushed me out of any Moose tag with 17 points. What are you going to do about that?
Just wait for a class action lawsuit where the attorneys will me all the money and the sportsmen who put in for 17
years is out the preference point money. I just see you doing this eventually with all Non Resident tags. But it follows
suit with all the other states, you don't manage for Wildlife, it's all about MONEY! It's always said it's becoming a
"Rich mans sport" I guess pushing out all the small guys and making the state a guide only hunting state where
those Rich hunters..aka SHOOTERS can come and spend the big money.

Ipsen, Rick Harrisville, UT 12/12/2022 1:05:00 PM

100 I am 70year old hunter still going at it out west every year, mostly archery. My very first nonresident Wyoming tag
which I bought when I was 22 years old was for mule deer and antelope the nonresident price for each was $35 and
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there were no drawings or points involved. I am well aware of how things have changed over the year all over,
mostly not for the better too! My thought is that placing a 7,250 cap on nonresident tags is a BAD idea! As I am sure
you know well a large portion of the state income is derived from nonresidents in various forms, tags, licenses as
well as hotels, food, guide services and many other things. It’s just my opinion that Wyoming will rue this decision
later on down the road. Not to mention it will likely alienate a lot of nonresident hunters in that it appears that
Wyoming does not welcome out of staters! Just my opinion, I’m sure you will do what you have already decided to
do! So let the chips will fall as they may I suppose.

BENNINGFIELD,
RANDALL

Campbellsville, KY 12/12/2022 1:42:00 PM

101 I agree with removing the nonresident cap. I think we should have a simpler amount that is a 75 - 25 Res - Nonres
for all existing areas. We should also eliminate the unethical ponzi scheme of prefernce points on all species
regardless of residency. We should also be doing everything possible to eliminate all form of profiting off of our
wildlife. This would include removing the unjust guide requirement for wilderness areas and the ability for outfitters to
own or operate on private lands.

Whitaker, Charles Green River, WY 12/12/2022 2:26:00 PM

102 The region issue is a mute point when it comes to NR Elk tags. If they have a limited quota, they will only hunt it. If it
is general, they aren't hunting multiple general units and you more than likely would have more than one general unit
in each region. As far as the Cap, I have no interest in entertaining the idea of giving more tags to NR hunters. If you
want to increase them in overly population units like 7, then start with getting access first. Otherwise, you are just
increasing the people on public land.

Waldron, Ira Lander, WY 12/12/2022 3:09:00 PM

103 I think it would be great but I see it hurting the residents because I see the tag prices going up because you guys get
the most revenue from non residents

Sage, Norlin Big piney, WY 12/12/2022 5:34:00 PM

104 Absolutely not. Just a bad idea. Unlimited hunters. Nope totally oppose. Would like to see tighter limits on deer, elk,
and antelope. At least until deer and antelope rebound.

Muench, Michael Thermopolis, WY 12/12/2022 10:04:00 PM

105 Keep the cap

Mesch, Corey Casper, WY 12/13/2022 7:53:00 AM

106 I think it's a good idea, and good way to share your resources with more people.

Duncan, Trevor Barron, WI 12/13/2022 11:15:00 AM

107 I am suspicious of these change being used to give outfitters more tags and to take away tags from DIY hunters.
Wyomings wilderness rules are bad enough but now the legislature wants to provide more welfare to outfitters.
Please protect the non resident diy hunter and not cater to the wealthy coastal nonresident hunter.

Peery, Jeremiah Tetonia , ID 12/13/2022 12:14:00 PM

108 I want to keep the 7250 cap

dahlgren, rod powell, WY 12/13/2022 3:34:00 PM
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109 I love the idea of more tags for residents, but I think the task force should consider some carve-outs, if possible, for
some special groups: <19 year olds (they are our future!), >65 year olds, or for reduced price tags (not everyone is a
trophy hunter)

Haeberle, John Laramie, WY 12/13/2022 4:35:00 PM

110 I have hunted and fished in Wyoming many times in the last 25 years. I believe that in many parts of the state the Elk
are near carrying capacity. I completely agree with the Task Force recommendation to possibly expand the
availability of non-resident tags based on regional Elk herds

Bowman, Thomas Pendleton, IN 12/13/2022 5:21:00 PM

111 I am in favor of establishing region based quotas for the Elk tags and eliminating the statewide cap. If regional
quotas are established, it will hinder some freedom of movement throughout the state for those nonresident hunters
that are able to draw a general permit (current average is about 1 in 5 years), however, it could aid some hunters in
drawing permits in less coveted regions.

Ridder, Christopher Kearney, NE 12/13/2022 8:02:00 PM

112 I would keep a cap on the license’s and implement general license’s for non resident just like resident hunters get. I
feel like the residents should still get more limited quota tags vs non resident.

Williams, Matthew Sheridan , WY 12/13/2022 8:09:00 PM

113 Providing non-resident hunters is a great revenue stream and great opportunity for non-residents. It is one of the
reasons WY is a state that non-residents come to every year for amazing hunting.

Cudmore, Ryan Gillette, WY 12/13/2022 11:20:00 PM

114 It would be in the best interest of the state to let the number of non-resident elk licenses fluctuate based on the
population of elk. If the elk population is significantly increasing, it is best for conservation and for income to the
programs that run conservation to increase the number of licenses issued. This also will increase the overall income
to the state as more non-resident hunters would spend more out-of-state money in Wyoming. I believe it is in the
best interest of the state to optimize the relationship between non-resident hunters and elk licenses.

WOJTYSIAK,
THEODORE

CATONSVILLE, MD 12/14/2022 6:33:00 AM

115 As a resident, I am ok with removing the cap due to the influx of non residents. The benefits with bringing more non
residents such as more gross income and benefits to the economy, I'm all for. My concern is the affect on my
drawing odds as a resident.

Trower, ADDISON GLENROCK, WY 12/14/2022 9:25:00 AM

116 Leave things the way they are. IT iS WORKING JUST FINE THE WAY IT IS!!!!!!

Olinske, Kevin Elcho, WI 12/14/2022 9:26:00 AM

117 I am in favor of the proposed transition.

EVERHART, PARKER CHEYENNE, WY 12/14/2022 11:07:00 AM

118 Non-Resident Landowner

Zuhlke, Aaron Pardeeville, WI 12/14/2022 2:06:00 PM
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119 It's a good idea to allow for flexibility when issuing tags, so I agree the 7250 cap should go away. However, the Task
Force discussed keeping with the idea of the elk 84/16 percent split for tag issuance of general areas based on the
number of resident general hunters. This is absurd. The residents have unlimited access to general tags. You can't
allow non-resident tags at 16% of a number that has no cap. We could easily have a major overcrowding issue!
Please see my suggestions on the Wyoming Wildlife Task Force page under the materials for meeting number 9
from April 2022. My comments offer a suggestion for tag allocation, while still keeping with the idea of 84/16, but
using current statewide management as a foundation for the split. Thanks for the ability to comment. Respectfully,
Wyatt Wittkop

Wittkop, Wyatt Buffalo, WY 12/14/2022 2:25:00 PM

120 I do not support the removal of the current cap on NR elk licenses. I would support having regional caps in order to
spread out NR hunting pressure. I would also support removing the NR prohibition of hunting wilderness lands
without a guide.

Wilson, Kyle Cheyenne, WY 12/14/2022 7:07:00 PM

121 I am getting to the age where you preference point system is not working for me. I will be to old to hunt by the time I
draw a tag. I would like to see hunts like muzzle loading only hunts to help disperse the hunters over several
different types of equipment to hunt with there by giving more people a chance to hunt every year. You are pushing
the the limit of the cost of the tags too.

Price, Edward Emmett, ID 12/14/2022 8:01:00 PM

122 Removing the cap seems OK, but allowing a NR general tag to hunt limited quota areas does not seem fair. As a
resident, I have only drawn one type 1 elk tag in roughly 13 years. If there are going to be more NR tags, which is
beneficial to generating more money, then there should be some concessions for residents. The quality of big game
hunting drops off dramatically during the rifle seasons, when compared to archery. Adding more NR tags will only
increase the amount of hunters in the field. Another idea would be to offer more archery only tags. Elk pressure is
lower during archery season and the elk can be found on more public land. During rifle season, elk tend to get
pushed to private.

Trongard, John Casper, WY 12/14/2022 8:01:00 PM

123 Whatever it is that’s decided about altering the nonresident general elk quota, I hope it can be done in the name of
SCIENCE BASED GAME MANAGEMENT & NOT giving into these yimmeling, whining outfitters. Any attempts of the
privatization of wildlife would seem to be un-American.

Larson, Jacob Bailey, CO 12/15/2022 7:02:00 AM

124 I feel that some general areas are already to crowded during the rifle elk season such as area 21. If the nonresident
general license limit is removed or raised it will only hurt not only the quality of hunting in these areas but make it
even more unsafe to hunt there. The nonresident hunters are going to hunt areas where there are no grizzlies such
as area 21. Maybe you should consider making area 7 a general hunting area and look at incentives for land owners
in area 7 to allow hunting on their properties.

Hays, Howard Cheyenne , WY 12/15/2022 10:52:00 AM

125 The cap should be directly proportionate to the access of land for hunting elk. If the area has limited public access
then there must not be a need for hunting in the area and if there is limited need then the licenses should be set
aside for residents only. If the area has open access for the public and there is a need to have elk removed then
raise the number of licenses for non-residents. If landowners and outfitters are charging for access then there is no
need. It is a shame that I live in a place that is harsh in the winter but I have chosen to live here most of my 57 years
for the outdoor experience and now that experience is restricted either by limited access to landlocked public land or
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because non-residents with no skin in the game has taken over public land. Shame on landowners, outfitters, and us
for letting living in Wyoming not be a privilege. I am an avid hunter and fisherman but for the first time in my life, I did
not have the butterflies in my stomach and sleepiness night on hunters eve. I don't care anymore because it's too
damned hard to hunt. I didn't say kill because I love the hunting not the killing experience and that experience is
gone. Our kids are the big losers because outfitters have screwed this up.

O'Neill, Ruline Evanston, WY 12/15/2022 11:40:00 AM

126 The initial proposal is great and the task force has done a fantastic job of gathering the input of the local knowledge
of the areas. As a hunter, I am concerned about hunting pressure in those general hunt areas. Most general areas
are either in the back country or have limited access, in addition to the hunting pressure that general hunt areas
recieve, makes hunt success very low. I feel the key to making this proposal successful, the focus needs to be on
access, especially for the eastern part of the state. Nonresident is a great option for this because I feel they are more
willing to pay a treaspass fee to access private lands than a resident.

Vardiman, Jeremiah Powell, WY 12/16/2022 8:07:00 AM

127 I think we should keep the cap at 7000.

garner, terry casper, WY 12/16/2022 1:43:00 PM

128 I’m in favor of this proposal. I feel that game managers knowing how many hunters are in a particular area is a good
piece of info for them to know in order to manage elk the way the state needs to. However, I hope that the game and
fish department keeps in mind the law that inhibits non residents from hunting wilderness unless their rich will have a
hard time managing elk numbers in those areas. So the hope would be that quotas in those areas aren’t so high as
to make point creep worse than it is. Overall I believe it would help hunter satisfaction.

Huseby, Zach Paso Robles, CA 12/16/2022 2:48:00 PM

129 If this reduces the numbers of nonresident elk hunters I strongly support it.

Jackson, Andy Etna, WY 12/16/2022 7:32:00 PM

130 I would prefer to see the nonresident cap stay as it is now. It’s nice to have the flexibility to hunt in different regions of
the state within the same year.

Olson, Brian Loomis, CA 12/16/2022 9:20:00 PM

131 I am a non resident hunter. I have applied for elk licenses for 2 consecutive years. After reading the drawing results
for multiple years, I feel the chances to win a drawing regardless of selection are low. If removing the CAP and
creating an area for General Non Resident applicants will increase the chances of drawing a license, I will continue
to apply for a license. As a Non Resident, Wyoming has the best pricing in place for licenses. That is a determining
factor in my application decisions. Would the proposed area for non residents be restricted to non residents or will
Wyoming residents have access to the area as well?

Perkins, Morgan Perdido, AL 12/16/2022 11:48:00 PM

132 I do not support the removal of the cap. As a lifetime resident of Wyoming, I don't support any proposal that would
lessen resident's chances at licenses of any type. I like many residents of Wyoming have supported our
communities, paid our taxes and possibly earned a lower wage by staying a resident of Wyoming. Nonresidents do
not do those things, so to give nonresidents more tags is rewarding them for not being residents. I get it, Wyoming
GF wants to make more money from these nonresident tag sales. That has been the agency's stance for some time
including giving more Moose, Sheep and Goat tags to non residents than is allowed by Wyoming State statue (many
times 2-3x the 16% allowed per year). So keep the cap on if the cap is lifted it will all the sudden be "oh we have to
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make this a limited quota area, oh we now have more nonresidents with those elk tags than the residence (look at
the elk areas in NW wyoming if you want to see how this will play out). Thanks for considering a residents opioin.

Duke, Ashley Cody, WY 12/17/2022 7:16:00 AM

133 I oppose lifting the cap. The population can be controlled by resident hunters if that is the goal. Allowing outfitters
even more control of the ELK population is not in the best interests of residents.

Fultz, Jeff Glenrock, WY 12/17/2022 7:57:00 AM

134 I would like to hear more on what the regions would be and what they’re based upon.

Thimmesch, Justin Berryton, KS 12/17/2022 12:06:00 PM

135 I support the recommendations to remove the 7,250 cap on Non-residents licenses and establish regions for Non-
resident distribution.

Smith, Andrew Brigham City, UT 12/17/2022 12:50:00 PM

136 NO, Don't remove the 7,250 cap on nonresident Elk licenses

Martin, Larry Cheyenne, WY 12/17/2022 1:08:00 PM

137 I have found too many non-resident hunters in the field, instead of increasing non-resident tags, provide more
opportunities for residents. We should be listening to the residents more than we are the hunting guides trying to
gain more customers. We should cap all tags to a maximum of 15% of tags allotted to non-residents.

Babcock, Mark Casper, WY 12/17/2022 3:30:00 PM

138 I disagree with limiting the non resident further more.

Knutson, Bernal Thompson, ND 12/17/2022 5:44:00 PM

139 Opposed to a cap on non resident elk tags. Invested in points young family members paying close to $1000 in points
for them, now this will devalue my investment, in a addition to the tag price increase. Really? Paying over $2000 to
hunt a elk? Seriously becoming a game for the wealthy. Not at all shat the hunting tradition was built on.

witthar, sean Spring Hill, KS 12/18/2022 9:36:00 AM

140 Is this a science based decision or a political one?

Rourick, Sean Tracy, CA 12/18/2022 10:28:00 AM

141 Definitely against increasing non resident license cap. We residents already have a hard enough time drawing
without giving up more tags to non residents so Sy and his other cronies on the task force can line their pockets.
Please do not do this. Some of us just like to hunt with our families and not for profit. The task force is a joke made
up of hand picked outfitters and landowner outfitter interests. If it was legit then why is there not equal amount of non
profiting resident hunters on the task force?

Allison, Marcus Meeteetse , WY 12/18/2022 3:25:00 PM

142 You are already a joke of a committee. Jacking up nonresident tag prices so only the rich will be hunting in the near
future. In your quest for the almighty dollar, you’ve left the common man out in the cold. Limiting elk tags or any tags
doesn’t address the greed oozing out of your hollowed meetings. Let common sense back into your once honorable
state.
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Stinson, Andy Spokane Valley, WA 12/18/2022 8:00:00 PM

143 Being a nonresident, my opinions are biased. Same as probably most Wyoming residents answers are also. I’ve
been elk hunting in Colorado for the past 22 years. I see the disproportionate cost of licenses steadily get more out
of balance to hunt federally owned land. But that is another subject. Nonresident hunters carry a large part of the
state’s wildlife budget so anything to increase hunter opportunities for them is a plus. I currently have 4 preference
points in Wyoming. It’s extremely frustrating for a tag to be so difficult to draw and it’s getting more difficult each year
with point creep. On top of that when I do draw I will be severely handicapped since I won’t be able to hunt
wilderness areas. Most states are extremely biased against the nonresidents. Open up land and opportunity to the
nonresidents and we will definitely come. Restrictions will just make us throw in the towel and keep hunting
Colorado.

Moschler, Paul Callands, VA 12/19/2022 4:22:00 AM

144 I do not agree with the recommendation, those recommendations are because those people that make up the task
force stand to get political gain and revenue by this agenda. This is specifically what Wyoming residents are against.
If non residents want more opportunity to hunt in Wyoming then move here and get residency. Low draw
opportunities are what bring quality game to hunt.

Winn, BobbyJo Mountain View, WY 12/19/2022 8:40:00 AM

145 There are plenty of residents who do not get drawn for elk licenses every year. This proposal is an attempt to raise
revenue by selling our wildlife to the higher bidder, the nonresident hunter. Focus on access for the resident and quit
trying to come up with a full employment action for the outfitting and tourist industry.====

krokker, kermit sheridan, WY 12/19/2022 8:40:00 AM

146 not sure that nevada hass a cap. they have a quota based on the number of resident hunters i believe.. i think you
need to be careful that by removing the cap it doesn't become a money thing. we all grow into the what money we
have and never seem to have enough. hope i have made my point.. if not, let me know, i will try to clerify

meyer, bill fernley, NV 12/19/2022 10:28:00 AM

147 I feel it is sad that our own task force is not looking out for the Wyoming resident. Feels like certain members our in
bed with the outfitters. Now I get that out of state hunters bring money into certain communities, but they also bring
added pressure in areas with good public access. If added tags are needed to help on the eastern side of the state
then fine,but don't pack the western mountains with more hunters. Seems to me that the need for money by the
department is always put before the wildlife and the resident. Over hunting of certain areas are just destroying the
herds.As a state we are also behind the rest of the west as far as nonresident prices. Just seems like the resident
hunter always pays the price when it comes to the actions of the department..

Bluemel, Derek rock springs, WY 12/19/2022 1:20:00 PM

148 I agree with your decision to manage the Non-resident quota based off of multiple aspects and best practices. These
limitations and other limitations will allow residents better opportunities for the future. I fully understand that the
outfitters and guiding business will be impacted based off of the newest regulations. Thank you for looking out for
residents of Wyoming.

Valdez, Chris Powell, WY 12/19/2022 3:45:00 PM

149 42 years is much too long to wait to update this regulation. Please reconsider this change and your objectives for
managing the herd. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Call, Dan MARION, VA 12/19/2022 4:24:00 PM
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150 As a non resident who has family members in Wyoming who hunt and as someone who has hunted in Wyoming for
over 15 years anytime I can have more opportunities that don't take away from residents I want that. I am in favor of
lifting the 7,250 elk tag cap for nonresidents especially with the population growing in many areas. Also more tags
could eliminate some of the issues of point creep that causes people giving up and going to other states to hunt.
Wyoming is truly one of my favorite places to hunt in North America. Keep up the good work.

Staley, Jesse Belleville, PA 12/19/2022 4:43:00 PM

151 Hoping whatever you do will help with drawing a non-resident elk tag quicker, seems like it takes forever, even with
several preference points and even paying the special tag price.

Woods, Warren Muskegon, MI 12/19/2022 6:35:00 PM

152 If there is no good reason to maintain the 7,250 why would you? Do what is right and is based on common sense.
Why would you waste money on a commission when the decision is so easy to make.

Nigl, Patrick Beavercreek , OH 12/19/2022 6:57:00 PM

153 Terrible idea! I am incredibly opposed to this. Raise the number of resident licenses and extend the seasons to meet
herd management objectives. Allowing an unlimited number of non-residents access to public land will surely
overload easily accessible habitat and in turn decrease harvest numbers. Residents have far more familiarity with
their local ecology and are better poised to provide effective management.

Mahon, Nick Laramie, WY 12/19/2022 9:00:00 PM

154 No to removing the cap. It's already too crowded on public lands as it is. More opportunities are needed for
residents.

Knaub, Jamey Wright , WY 12/19/2022 11:02:00 PM

155 I think this would be good. even if it is only cow tags.

aird, russell Gladstone, MI 12/20/2022 6:05:00 AM

156 I heard a rumor about a wealthy person buying tags for non-resident hunters and then the "hunters" don't actually fill
the tag. I am wondering if there is any truth behind this and if so is there any way to prevent it. Is the nonresident
Quota being changed to allow more nonresidents to hunt in Wyoming?

Erickson, Jordan SHERIDAN, WY 12/20/2022 7:13:00 AM

157 I am confused. There are already existing or established units for nonresident general elk licenses/hunts. An
example of what they envision would be very helpful. Do they plan to increase nonresident tags or decrease the tags
in established regions.?

HETFELD, CARL MILLTOWN, WI 12/20/2022 8:15:00 AM

158 The current allocation of elk tags works, disband the task force. The are only hurting everyone’s hunting
opportunities. The current way of tag allocation and hunting established by the game and fish has worked. The task
force is a joke, please disband them

Palmer, Shane Green River , WY 12/20/2022 11:06:00 AM

159 Regions aren't a bad idea but the cap shouldn't be removed.

Fink, Clifford Greybull, WY 12/20/2022 11:44:00 AM
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160 I am not in favor of removing this Cap. Hunter pressure has been higher the last couple of years and avoiding other
hunters is becoming more and more of a problem. I do feel like doing non-resident regions as done for non-resident
deer licenses would be interesting but not in favor of having more competition with hunting. Between Wolves, Bear
and People the Wyoming hunting experience is getting worse and worse every year. No need to exacerbate the
problem by throwing more NR hunters in the mountains.

Davidson, Forest Dubois, WY 12/20/2022 1:52:00 PM

161 Hi, I'm a non-resident from Utah and my dad hunted elk last year on the general tag in Wyoming. We hunted mostly
along the Grey's river and north of the Snake river. This was supposedly the highest area for non-residents but we
only saw 2 other trucks during the rifle elk hunt that were non-residents. Everybody else seemed to have Wyoming
plates on their vehicles which was a little surprising to us. We were willing to get off the roads a little bit and saw lots
of elk and little to no other pressure and had an awesome hunt. My fear is that the point creep will start to climb very
quickly with the new proposed units. As a non-resident, the current general tag has worked well for us being able to
drive to different parts of the state and even in the most crowded areas it did not seem too bad. I enjoy being able to
hunt Wyoming every 3-4 years as a non-resident but if the point creep jumps up to 7 or 8 I will definitely be spending
less time and less money in Wyoming in the future.

Jackman, Haydan OGDEN, UT 12/20/2022 4:05:00 PM

162 Allow more non resident elk cow and calf tags.

Rood, Blondina Gillette , WY 12/20/2022 8:24:00 PM

163 I am against any cap on non resident elk licenses for future hunters. It takes at least 3 years to get to know an area
to hunt and harvesting an elk limited to begin with as a group. Our group looks forward to hunt WY from TX every
other year for elk or deer. TA cap would make us change plans for other opportunity with better odds to hunt yearly.
Herbey Hinojos

Hinojos, Herbey Pecos , TX 12/21/2022 7:45:00 AM

164 Why not allow residents easier access to more tags?

Lyle, Greg Alpine, WY 12/21/2022 8:31:00 AM

165 I believe this proposal is in the best interest of elk management and as such I am in favor of this proposa.

Giffin, Phillip Bar Nunn, WY 12/21/2022 8:57:00 AM

166 I oppose removing the cap. A Wyoming elk tag is a prized item due to its limited supply. Increasing supply decreases
its value. I oppose anything the smells like outfitter welfare. For better or for worse, that's my personal bias. I don't
like government doing anything to benefit a single industry. I also oppose anything that may increase hunting
pressure in the places I hunt. Wyoming has a good thing going. If it's not broken, don't fix it.

Martin, Jordan Cheyenne, WY 12/21/2022 10:23:00 AM

167 I don’t like it, from your proposal your offering more non resident licenses, offer these to the residents, I haven’t
drawn an additional type 6 or 7 tag for several years now due to increased demand, RESIDENTS FIRST, the task
force is fucking up Wyoming residents hunting, it needs abolished and josh coursey we’d removed from anything to
do with Wyoming wildlife, leave shit alone already

Wood, Ryan Kemmerer , WY 12/21/2022 12:28:00 PM
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168 I think nonresident should be able to hunt and get those permits. It brings revenue into the state and a guaranteed
sell of all those licenses .

CARTER, TREVOR BOW, WA 12/21/2022 7:32:00 PM

169 I think this is a good idea to better manage hunting pressure in over-pressured areas and increase hunting pressure
where needed.

Moffett, Andrew Vinton, OH 12/21/2022 7:55:00 PM

170 If lower elk numbers are needed, WY residents are ready and willing to harvest more elk. While I agree that the
existing limit is arbitrary, so are many other facets of "game management," which seems to often be more about
selling tags to raise revenue than about game management. Open a muzzleloader season in WY. Not the window
dressing August for a week in one district placation you offer now, but a real muzzleloader season. And for each of
deer, elk, pronghorn. Heck, maybe even for the trophy critters. Get a handle on both goat/sheep interface, and also
sheep diseases. Hiring a private company to shoot goats because they outcompete sheep in their natural environs is
retarded. I know dozens of people who would drive from Powell to shoot a goat in Jackson. Further, killing off the
dominant species to allow for sheep (sheep!) to have less competion is the definition of insanity. Also: The
government, yes a different part than WY G&F, wants to innoculate every person from every thing. Well, maybe
sheep need some attention. All sheep are born looking for a place to die; G&F could figure out how to hide that place
by preventing some of the diseases they contract and die from.

Hubbard, Ben POWELL, WY 12/22/2022 8:27:00 AM

171 I do not feel it should be removed.

Humphreys, Jared Rawlins, WY 12/22/2022 8:47:00 AM

172 I agree with the TASKFORCE recommendation for removing cap.

hansen, craig plain city, UT 12/22/2022 9:02:00 AM

173 The existing 7250 non resident tags needs to be reduced to under 2000 and tag fees doubled. There seem to be a
sufficient number of people that can easily afford the price increase. Outfitters will throw a fit but they can increase
their price also and make a very comfortable season. If non residents can afford $3500 for a cow hunt they can
easily afford $7000. As I stated previously out of staters seem to be able to afford the price increase burden to them
and the reduction of non resident tags will increase the odds of residents who meat hunt being able to put meat in
our tables!

Gambill, Judge E. Cody, WY 12/22/2022 5:52:00 PM

174 Absolutely not the last thing wyoming needs is more non-residents the general license areas are already over
crowed and not a fun hunt. This will only benefit the outfitters and is not a good way to manage herds issue mor cow
tags to residents and the elk will be killed.

Bergquist , Robert Rawlins , WY 12/22/2022 8:32:00 PM

175 That’s a terrible idea. If this is the direction Wyoming is heading then there should be a restriction on residents using
federal lands. That would include BLM land or other lands not privately own within the state.

Braun, Landon Van Dyne, WI 12/23/2022 8:57:00 AM

176 I do not agree with this cap being removed. That is stil to man non resident licenses going out. When I have been a
resident all my life and still have problems drawing tags we are letting to many non residents in.
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Bayless, Arthur Torrington, WY 12/23/2022 9:23:00 AM

177 With what Non Resident application and license fees are you should INCREASE the number of nonresident licenses.
Nonresidents are paying way more per hunter than residents. Why penalize your best investors when it comes to
funding your programs and research?

Hayden, Dan Durand, WI 12/23/2022 1:07:00 PM

178 I do not support removing the 7,250 cap. I think this is a step towards issuing more elk licenses to non residents
when we should be issuing less. I believe that the Wyoming Wildlife Taskforce was filled with special interest
appointments that did not represent the resident Wyoming hunter. Keep the cap in place and work on spreading
those tags across the landscape to lessen pressure.

Dovichin, Colin Green River, WY 12/23/2022 1:36:00 PM

179 Non-resident elk tags; really? Over $1,000.

Evans, Edward Deep River, IA 12/23/2022 3:11:00 PM

180 I am against removing the cap. But if changed to regions I would recommend the non resident tags be distributed by
a 90/10 split. 90 percent residents and 10 percent non residents.

Hunt, Dwayne Gillette, WY 12/23/2022 5:54:00 PM

181 I support the proposal to eliminate the 7,250 cap on non-resident elk licenses and to establish Regions for non-
resident general elk licenses. I appreciate all of the time the Department, Commission and Task Force spent
evaluating the issue of non-resident elk tag allocations and I feel that this proposal finds a reasonable middle ground.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. John

Raasch, John Eugene, OR 12/23/2022 6:43:00 PM

182 The cap needs to stay in place.

Walsh, Stevee Powell, WY 12/23/2022 10:49:00 PM

183 I support this initiative and believe it will create substantial additional revenue for the state of Wyoming.

CARTER, THADDEUS FT COLLINS, CO 12/24/2022 7:27:00 AM

184 The elk population is finally in a strong spot and where we want it as a resident hunter and allowing more non
resident tags would only increase the amount of people roaming around in an ecosystem that is already strained to
the max with the amount of human traffic during hunting season. There is no positive outcome that I or any other
local hunters I have consulted with on this topic can see. The amount of human footprint on the area is already more
than it has ever been in my lifetime and will only increase with measures like this

Bergquist , Josh Rawlins , WY 12/24/2022 6:57:00 PM

185 I have been a resident of Wyoming since 2011. I have hunted with drawn licenses as well as general licenses. I am
in support of limiting the number of out of state licenses given per year. Those of us resident hunters live here year
round, pay taxes here, and support our local economies year round. Out of state hunters are typically on here here
for 1-2 weeks. The other issue I have observed is that it seems like a disproportionate number of non resident
hunters cause the majority of trespass incidents, damage to lands, and poaching incidents. The majority of resident
hunters in Wyoming respect the land and the landowners and want to be able to preserve it for future generations.

Medvigy , Stephen Powell, WY 12/25/2022 6:11:00 AM
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186 Allowing more non-resident elk opportunities is key to maximizing revenues to go towards proper wildlife
management and habitat improvement. It's also key to food free interstate commerce. I highly recommend increasing
non-resident hunting opportunities and not following the trend of other western states where restrictions are being
increased for non-residents.

Nixon , Ron Goodyear , AZ 12/25/2022 4:19:00 PM

187 I strongly agree with removing the cap on nonresident elk licenses and establishing regions for nonresident general
elk licenses. I’d also like to add that separating the general archery and general rifle into two different tags is
something I strongly support as well. Even if it is only for nonresidents, moving more towards a multiseason
approach like Colorado that causes people to choose between archery or rifle would help the massive point creep for
the general tags. I would also strongly support that decision for mule deer and antelope as well.

Feagin, Micheal Lewisburg, TN 12/26/2022 12:29:00 PM

188 as a nonresident I am for removing the 7,250 cap

Behrends, Randy siren, WI 12/26/2022 12:36:00 PM

189 Heck no to removing non resident cap and establishing general season for them. You guys are just being money
hungry fools pimping out wyomings wildlife

Wells, Levi Powell, WY 12/26/2022 1:04:00 PM

190 Disagree with proposal, I'm in favor of reducing nonresident tags and increase opportunities for residents.

Wells, William Riverton, WY 12/26/2022 2:42:00 PM

191 I believe that the cap should stay and possibly be less then what it is now

Troester, Frank Rock springs, WY 12/26/2022 3:22:00 PM

192 Regionalizing the general elk license will spread out the hunters and increase the chance of drawing a tag.

Maule, Dan Daggett, MI 12/26/2022 6:36:00 PM

193 I’m good with the 7,250 cap on nonresident elk tags if the Wyoming Game & Fish will move to a state wide limited
quota system on deer and cut the number of tags available. We spent too long being Colorado’s control group
regarding CWD and not actively trying to manage the citizens of Wyoming’s deer herd. Daryl Watson Riverton, WY

Watson, Daryl Riverton , WY 12/26/2022 9:07:00 PM

194 I honestly can't see how there's an over abundance of elk that everyone is talking about. Ohhh wait with all the Elk
staying in areas where they're protected by landowners and closed areas and the majority of residents having to
settle with crappy general license tags. I can see why there's an issue.

Ocheskey, Jeremy Cheyenne , WY 12/27/2022 5:43:00 AM

195 I believe this is a great idea to allow more opportunities for current and future generations to continue the tradition
while the resource is still available. Especially with Idaho having so much trouble distributing tags in the neighboring
state. This will generate more revenue for the state of Wyoming.

Hardesty, Tory Granville , OH 12/27/2022 8:13:00 AM
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196 Thank you for the opportunity to comment. It is patently obvious that only about 5% or less of the folks out there
understand the situation on the ground, and how the NR elk license issuance cap functions in relation to LQ and
general license issuance and hunter distribution. They do not understand that once the NR limited quota issuance is
subtracted from the cap, the remaining licenses are issued as NR gen tags. However, in light of the current mgmt.
situation, esp. in eastern WY, this process is antiquated. Also, it does not even fit, strictly speaking, the letter of the
law with respect to NR elk license issuance. It would be better to consider a change, wherein 16% of Limited Quota
elk licenses are issued to non-residents (as is currently done). Then a cap be put in place for NR gen. lic. issuance.
That number to be determined. It could be 16% of the running 3-year average of Res. Gen. licenses sold, not to
exceed a set number. The latter restriction preventing run away NR Gen. lic. issuance as the population of Wyoming
increases, which it will. With respect to NR gen. regions for elk. It only makes sense if hunter distribution needs to
addressed. Look at the data. How many Non-Residents hunt more than one area, and how well distributed are they
now? Bottom line - there seems to be a need to do a better job informing the public about how the system actually
works, and why it needs to change. Then come up with a plan that actually fits a round peg in a round hole. Keep up
the good work, and do what is right, not what whiny uniformed people think is best.

biologist, Joe Sandrini - Newcastle, WY 12/27/2022 8:59:00 AM

197 I am aware of the difficulties involved in managing herds of most of the Wyoming big game species. From personal
experience, I would say you have done fairly well with Mule Deer and likely whitetails also. Elk and pronghorn are
another matter. I am NOT a head hunter but I know that is a BIG DEAL today with many. As a result, many elk cows
and pronghorn does are over abundant. Several years ago I drew a cow elk tag good for one unit only. During the
time I was there, I met a rancher I had previously talked to. He asked me if I had a cow tag to which I replied. He
said, Come over to my place and shoot a few, 10 or 20 would be good. I answered that I was only allowed one and
he was in the wrong unit. A road separated the units and we could see several hundred elk in one of his hay fields.,
on the other side of the road. I could have easily taken one if I had a regional tag. I have been in Pronghorn units
that seemed to always have many tags left over. Part of the reason was land owners wanting too high a trespass
fee. I have to ask: why should I pay three times , the trip cost, tag fees and trespass costs, to help them with the over
population problem? The same applies to a degree with elk cows. Whitetails cost me hay that I could have bale and
sold, just as the ranchers are losing fodder. I have no good idea how to deal with that problem. I am a land owner in
Missouri and deal with the same things here with whitetail hunters after"the BIG rack". I have does galore and would
gladly let folks take some. Doesn't happen. I think regional tags for elk cows would be a good step to try. I also must
ask: What is wrong with Wyoming residents that they aren't taking these excess cow elk? I know that many residents
are not happy with nonresidents getting tags, but they don't seem able to pick up the excess themselves.

Charniga, Gary Sheldon, MO 12/27/2022 1:19:00 PM

198 Every year I see more and more nonresidents in country I’ve always hunted! My granddaughters have not been able
to draw any antelope tags other than private land doe/fawn depredation tags. Every where I go I see out of state
antelope tags in areas they can’t draw. Enough is enough. Put something in place to drastically increase odds for at
least youth tags and if elk areas are overpopulated give more tags to residents. The lack of respect for our lands and
hunter common Courtesy by allot of these folks is appalling.

Thiele, Bill Boilder, WY 12/27/2022 3:12:00 PM

199 I agree

COLLINS, AARON PINE GROVE, CA 12/27/2022 3:52:00 PM

200 I am in favor of this proposal as long as proper research has been done by the state’s biologist.

Coon, Justin Grants Pass, OR 12/28/2022 2:25:00 AM

201 Listen to the Biologist and if they believe additional elk need to be taken and Non-resident general tag increases is
warranted, increase the total number of tags. Be open to reducing the number of tags if harsh winters or harvest
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numbers require it later. Consider significantly increasing "Special Fees" to raise additional money for wildlife
management and curb demand in the elk Special Pool. I don't like the regional establishment as Nonresidents
become comfortable with their hunting areas and additional hurdles to drawing their preferred area will only create
more point creep.

Neighbors, William Auburn, AL 12/28/2022 5:35:00 AM

202 This absolutely cannot happen. Non residents flood the mountains of Wyoming with excessive hunting pressure
even with the current 7250 cap, it would only get worse. Success rates for general elk areas are already low,
allowing more hunters would result in me and other Wyoming residents avoiding purchasing a general elk tag.

Schreckengost, Ben Casper, WY 12/28/2022 6:22:00 AM

203 I believe this proposition will effect wyoming resident elk hunters in a negative way. Public land hunting is a tough
business as it is. If anything the state should be considering reducing nonresident tags in order to increase
opportunity for its residents. Many residents of wyoming feel the game and fish department and the state are more
concerned with their profitability than actual conservation and hunting opportunities for residents of wyoming.

Hansen, Joshua Casper, WY 12/28/2022 6:38:00 AM

204 I agree with the proposed changes to make elk hunts areas have their own quotas instead of having a general tag.
You will have better control on where hunters hunt with limiting tags in hunt areas or increasing them in others. Idaho
does a similar system but tags are first come first served, I do NOT agree with the first come first served system. Still
keep it as a draw and point system.

Tjepkes , Thomas Cheyenne , WY 12/28/2022 7:48:00 AM

205 7,250 should remain in place, already to many out of state hunters!

Vielhak, Wade Cheyenne , WY 12/28/2022 8:03:00 AM

206 I feel if you need to control the elk population you should allow more resident tags to be allocated. If it’s funding
issues, raise the price of resident tags. Residents should have the first option to purchase or draw on the units you
say are over populated. It’s obvious the state has funding problems due to the lack of energy royalties. Don’t give our
hunting opportunities to non-residents. I’m willing to pay more for tags to hunt in the state I live in.

Welch, Robert Eden, WY 12/28/2022 11:39:00 AM

207 It seems that it has become a struggle to draw tags in the last few years, partly to covid, and non residents are
spending a lot of money to have shorten seasons, competition from wolves. I believe your removing the cap and
having regions will spread the people across the state and increase the hunting experience for many. I am not a fan
of people with money having better success drawing tags by purchasing your rich person tags.

Johnson, Daniel Ely, MN 12/28/2022 7:39:00 PM

208 Regional elk tags sound like a good idea to spread pressure and better manage specific herds in your state. I totally
understand the reasons for your residence wanting a cap as well. Western big game hunting has gained alot of
interest over the past 10 years and I'm sure most of the non resident hunters that draw a general elk license tend to
end up being more concentrated In Northern Wyoming areas. Instead of being dispersed across the state. I truly
believe you would be able to better manage your elk herds through Regional tags and reduced hunter numbers and
pressure in core areas could benefit other animals as well. Hunters not wanting to hunt your northern core elk habitat
might actually draw more regularly as well. I'd fully support this as a non resident.

talkington, Chris NUNN, CO 12/28/2022 8:23:00 PM
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209 Not in favor of discontinuing the non-resident elk quota cap of 7,250 if it means to open more units or areas to
general season that would then negatively impact elk herds within 5 years. Wyoming has done a great job by
maintaining elk herds with bull to cow ratio. This is a wonderful opportunity to all of WY residents and NR's.

Poe, James Boise, ID 12/29/2022 7:04:00 AM

210 I support removing the cap, I do not support establishing regions for non-resident general elk tags. A general tag is
just that. there are many of us seasoned non-resident, dedicated Wyoming hunters. Use me as an example; I like to
hunt both 84 & 85 if coming out early, or 92 if coming mid-October. I don't always know which one I can get away for
when the application season happens. Wyoming's flexibility for non-residents is WHY many of us choose Wyoming
over other states to elk hunt. Please remove the cap & keep the general elk tag general for non-residents. Thank
You, SFC Erik Bailey, US Army (Ret.)

Bailey, Erik Essex Junction, VT 12/29/2022 8:03:00 AM

211 I agree with this motion!!

Munson, Major Fairfax, VT 12/29/2022 9:23:00 AM

212 I worry that this will increase the cost of resident tags in the state. There is a lot of money that non residents pay to
hunt Wyoming as well as the benefits to the local economy. These issues should be mitigated if the proposal is to go
through.

Rawson, Jeremiah Kemmerer, WY 12/29/2022 10:06:00 AM

213 Yes!

Kuhn, Ted Reno, NV 12/29/2022 10:52:00 AM

214 A 10% cap should be placed on nonresidents just like every other state around Wyoming.

Reed, Austin Cody, WY 12/29/2022 11:02:00 AM

215 I have lived and hunted elk in Jackson for 30 years. As was mentioned in the presentation, I have also seen a shift to
a greater number of front-country hunters. Part of the reason for this is the fact that we require non-resident hunters
to have a guide in the Wilderness areas. Is there any information on how many of the 1100 NR hunters are hunting
the wilderness with a guide? As a 60+ year old hunter with no access to horses, I'm concerned that having a quota
above the current number will just reduce my hunting opportunities and experience even more.

Brumsted, Charles Jackson, WY 12/29/2022 11:08:00 AM

216 Please remove the non-resident cap on general elk tags, yet keep the tag general, no regional restrictions. Thanks!

Scott, Chad Hardeeville, SC 12/29/2022 11:23:00 AM

217 Of the population estimates, how many are living primarily on private ranches that want special tags? Perhaps
expanding cow hunts on private lands would help management goals as well as out of state enjoyment and give
ranchers and farmers financial incentives. BUT NOT BULL TAGS.....IMHO, if ranchers and farmers were truly
interested in reduction of wildlife conflicts, they'd be more reasonable in allowing access for game harvesting. ALSO,
and slightly off task.....any property owners, who have denied access to land locked government lands should have
NO TAGS for any species on land they control...private or public. Maybe even ship captured wild horses to those
areas and set them loose.

Thatcher, Craig Pinedale, WY 12/29/2022 11:48:00 AM
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218 I was born and raised in Wyoming and hunted there growing up, through college at UW, and for seven years living in
Casper in the 1980's, so I have a bit of understanding of the resident perspective on non residents hunting in the
state. My career dictated that I move out of state so am now a resident of Colorado. Even though I live in Colorado,
all of my hunting and fishing is done in Wyoming because I consider myself a native and love the state. With that
said, I believe non resident quotas can be raised without significantly impacting the quality of hunting for residents,
especially since elk numbers are up. I hunt with my brothers who also are non residents and we would relish the
opportunity to spend more money in Wyoming if we were successful more often in the elk draws.

MENGHINI, GARY GOLDEN, CO 12/29/2022 2:18:00 PM

219 I do not believe the non residents should have so many tags available, as a resident I have a tough time drawing a
descent tag where there are good numbers of elk on good public accessible areas. I also don’t believe giving more
tags to nonresidents ,at a perceived lower cost, is doing any Wyoming residents any favors.

Barnes, Tanner Gillette, WY 12/29/2022 6:36:00 PM

220 Having lived in Wyoming (I stared school at what was St. Patricks in Casper) I know how the people of Wyoming feel
about non residents. If you don't want me to pay your game wardens salaries just for the chance to apply for tags in
your state that is fine. I will happily save the thousands of dollars in license fees I have spent applying in Wyoming (I
have literally never been drawn) and spend that money in New Zealand or Namibia where they want my money.

Hinkle, Travis Pearland, TX 12/30/2022 6:45:00 AM

221 I do not think the cap should be removed. Residents should be granted the option of an additional tag in place of the
non-resident's tags.

Churchilll, Kelly Cheyenne, WY 12/30/2022 11:04:00 AM

222 I would like to see the cap removed. We have too many elk in some areas where NR's are the ones who will either
pay for the access or work hard to get to them.

Bales, Jaden Lander, WY 12/30/2022 1:32:00 PM

223 The system for points, draws, and areas/regions is way too complicated. Recommend you fire half the biologists and
simplify the system. It hunting, not a moon shot or brain surgery.

Spaulding, Jonathan AUBURN, WA 12/30/2022 2:46:00 PM

224 Non-resident hunters are destroying our state. The trash that is left, and the disrespectful attitude towards our state
is unacceptable! Keep Wyoming, Wyoming! Lower the cap to keep our wildlife wild and our residents hunting their
state without conflict.

Boyles, Thomas Daniel, WY 12/30/2022 2:54:00 PM

225 Sounds like a good idea.

wilson, grady granbury, TX 12/30/2022 3:02:00 PM

226 Nonresident caps on license sales is good. But I'm not a fan of restricting a higher percentage of nonresidents to
having to use outfitters.

Steele, Gavin Carpenter , WY 12/30/2022 3:23:00 PM

227 Nonresident tag numbers should be limited further, not increased. If there is any increase for nonresident, it should
be for tags that only allow them to hunt on private land. We already have problems with massive herds of elk
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bunching up on private land where almost no resident can afford to hunt them. If you are having problems managing
the large numbers of these herds, then make the rifle season longer for residents and start it earlier in the season,
and increase the pressure on private lands so it pushes the herds out where the rest of us regular Joe's can get to
them.

Myers, Carl Casper, WY 12/30/2022 3:26:00 PM

228 I don't think the cap on Nonresident licenses should be removed. I think the Cap should be lowered to 6,500
Nonresident licenses for elk. Keep Wyoming great and let those residents enjoy what this great state has to offer.

moody, devan cokeville, WY 12/30/2022 5:35:00 PM

229 I think it would be better to give residents more opportunity.

Kirby, Kevin Evanston, WY 12/30/2022 5:54:00 PM

230 As a senior hunter that hunted South Dakota, Nebraska, Montana and Wyoming in 2022, I have some recent
experience with nonresident hunter applications. Our current non huting appication system in Wyoming, resident and
nonresident, is so complicated you had to hire more telephone agents to answer more questions. In my 43 years
experience applying for hunting licenses in Wyoming, there is no way we can handle more complicated regulations
and application process. Most of the operators cannot understand the system we use now and the regulations. The
thought may be good but the application of that thought to real life will only add confusion and frustration. The
Wyoming web site and the telephone agents are the worst in the 4 states I hunted this year. It has been the worst for
a long time. I doubt if anyone will read this, you just don't care to hear comments that don't fit your agenda.

Rode, William Jackson, WY 12/30/2022 6:03:00 PM

231 As a resident of wyoming I don't think we need more nr hunters soni do not support the removal of the 7250 elk
license cap. I support the elk regions. If the percentages are treated as the should be based on the limited quota
tags 16 percent for elk based on te amount of resident hunters in the area

Kyniston, Ronni Powell, WY 12/30/2022 9:03:00 PM

232 Wyoming remains one of the last true “great” states for elk hunting for non-residents. I used to be a resident of a
western state and enjoyed the experience but now that I am not able to be a resident, I still enjoy elk hunting and
greatly wish to see those Opportunities remain. Non-residents bring in a very large amount of money to the state and
they should not be ignored. We may not pay taxes, but the amount of money we bring in probably equals or exceeds
some of the taxes your residents pay for the “privilege“ to hunt resident herds. I’m not asking for insanity. Just a fair
option to continue to hunt out west. Thank you.

Jones, Neil Pine Knoll Shores, NC 12/30/2022 10:24:00 PM

233 Hello , I feel if the population is to high especially in the hard to access units I see no reason why you couldn’t get rid
of the cap on nonres license especially if they can get access through outfitters , trespass fees ect. I think
maintaining the population to suitable levels should be high on the priority list, also wouldn’t mind if it went to pick a
region type tag for nonres as their deer is set up that way !!! Thanks for all you do for our Wyoming wildlife!! Stay
safe and Here’s to 2023, Happy Holidays!!!

Haeck , Bill Rock Springs , WY 12/31/2022 6:32:00 AM

234 Dear Game Commissioners, I live in Alaska and have been a resident of Alaska for almost 30 years, I have been
applying and building points in WY for as long as I could afford it. I am disappointed that the hunting opportunities
that I have been investing in by applying and building points are significantly diminishing. I understand that there are
more pressures on wildlife resources everywhere. It is very evident in AK too. I sincerely request that you still allow
me and my wife to enjoy hunting in your beautiful state. We each have a large number of preference points but I am
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beginning the think that the recent changes may make it very difficult to ever draw some of the tags that we were
hoping to get in our lifetimes. Please do not decrease the proportion of nonresident tags the you issue. Thank you for
your consideration. Respectfully, Kevin and Lisa Fox

Fox, Kevin Wasilla, AK 12/31/2022 7:28:00 AM

235 I am opposed to removing the non-resident cap on elk licenses at this time. I think more concrete evidence should
be made available to the public as to the Wildlife task force stance. While I do think the task force has done good
things so far, I do not favor this based solely off the Task force opinion. Yes elk herds in Wyoming are health, best I
have seen in a long time. I have hunted Wyoming my whole life (47 years) and part of the reason theelk population is
what it is , is because of the current cap on non resident hunting.

Friel, Craig Cheyenne, WY 12/31/2022 9:26:00 AM

236 this seams like a wise approach to game management. as a non resident, Wyoming is one of the few states i try to
hunt. As a non resident i am sure i have the same opinion as others, on the draws system as we are required to
submit an application in January long before the quotas have been set so planning for the draw without any facts can
be quite discouraging

chandler, richard susanville , CA 12/31/2022 9:55:00 AM

237 QUIT catering to the non-resident $. Allow more access to the residents for Area 37- ELK,there is none . Also put
GATES on STATE LAND, to allow a HORSE access. I guess I will have to make my own GATES.The WYO. G&F
does a poor JOB for the RESIDENTS, unless we have a ranch! This is not the 1800"s. Also stop the ranchers from
tearing up my state land with 4-wheelers & pickup to check cattle. I cannot keep my HORSES on STATE LAND,
make them keep there property on there land.All our STATE LAND is nothing but BARREN&PRAIRE dog DESERT.
NO WATER< NO GRASS to hold animals. DO A BETTER JOB FOR 2223 ! IT IS NOT ROCKET SCIENCE!

Smith, Kelly Sheridan, WY 12/31/2022 10:01:00 AM

238 Fuck the task force and their bullshit outfitter favored proposals. the 7,250 cap should not be raised! it should include
cow calf type 6 permits which the WGFD have illegally been disregarding to maximize profits. The focus should
always be on 90/10 don't care about anything else is all just handouts to outfitters and nonresidents. FYI anything
our coward governors "outfitter/rancher" Taskforce suggest is worthless. All politicians are cunts this is to include
every individual task force member. This response is obviously not professional, that's by design. The Legislatures
AKA ranchers, the WGFD, as well as this goofy group called THE TASK FORCE will all band together and increase
all tag quotas to increase profit that's what they've always done and will always do. Cowards. wildlife management
my ASS!!!!!!!

Hobbs, Dillon Doulas, WY 12/31/2022 3:43:00 PM

239 So why not increase the opportunity for residents in those areas that do not meet objectives? Allow residents to
purchase more than 1 full price elk tag.

McNeil, Robert Lander, WY 12/31/2022 5:13:00 PM

240 As a non-resident who has paid thousands of dollars to Wyoming Game & Fish over the past 18 years and. It
drawing an elk tag since 2007, I strongly support lifting the 7,250 cap on. non-resident elk licenses. I think more
opportunities for non-residents should be available since our dollars are funding such a large percentage of the
game and fish department’s budget.

Grist, William Lilburn , GA 12/31/2022 5:41:00 PM

241 Do you honestly think that giving MORE nonresident licences is the fix to this problem?? The problem is that
nonresidents are paying exorbitant amounts of money to hunt private and land-locked public lands and you giving
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MORE licences to them is going to further hamper middle class ability to harvest fucking animals! This is fucking
bullshit!

Taylor, Johnny Bar Nunn, WY 12/31/2022 8:15:00 PM

242 The department needs to reduce the number of nonresident licenses not increase them just for more revenue. Non
residents should have to apply for separate areas just like residents and Not per region.

Gabrielson, Gary CASPER, WY 12/31/2022 8:45:00 PM

243 I've taken several elk in WY. This will likely move the pendulum away from me hunting elk in WY in the future

SACKSTEDER,
NICHOLAS

FLEMING ISLAND, FL 1/1/2023 7:10:00 AM

244 I think it’s completely reasonable to establish a cap on nonresident elk licenses. Furthermore, I think it’s reasonable
to set specific areas for these licenses. Non-residents do bring added revenue to the state, also the cost of their
licenses is greater, which translates to more revenue for the state. That being said, I think that hunting quality and
quantity for residents is paramount.

Francisco, Ben Lander, WY 1/1/2023 7:36:00 AM

245 I feel this would better manage the elk heard and hopefully have more nonresidents licenses

DZARA, ROBERT SPRINGVILLE, NY 1/1/2023 9:12:00 AM

246 With the difficult chances to draw alot of quality area tags keep them with the residents, other states do not give out
these numbers to non residents

Luper, Mike Gillette, WY 1/1/2023 10:40:00 AM

247 I am in favor of the proposal changes to the number of elk licenses allocated to non-resident hunters, especially in
the areas of known overpopulations of elk. That might give more of us non-residents a better chance of drawing a
tag and would bring more income not only to the DNR but also area businesses. To me, that’s a win-win situation. As
I’m getting up in years, my years of hunting are closing in on me! Thank-you.

Warnke , David Howards Grove , WI 1/1/2023 12:13:00 PM

248 That’s not enough licenses for the amount of money non resident hunters contribute to license fees and bonus point
that we have already invested in .

Pfeffer, Travis Manorville, NY 1/1/2023 1:35:00 PM

249 I feel that regional quota for non resident is a decent idea. But I feel that there should be fewer non resident tags. If
there is a heard management issue in any particular hunt area make it possible for residents to get more than one
full price tag. Residents should have first opportunity to harvest our elk. This could be made possible by making
earlier seasons for residents only. As far as our limited quota areas it would be nice to make it possible for non
residents to apply with a resident in a party. This would make it possible for residents who have family in other states
to hunt with their families and still be anytime achieve herd management goals

Wills , Jayson Rock Springs , WY 1/1/2023 2:48:00 PM

250 Feels like we’re removing too much opportunity for residents to fill elk tags. This proposal is the start of turning
hunting into a business and not about what Wyoming is. Now landowners will be able to charge big dollars for
access and get the money from noresidents who are willing to pay rather than forcing them to work with their
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neighbors and fellow residents to manage the hearse. I am in NE Wyoming and it is very hard to get an elk over here
mostly due to public access limitations. Why turn hunting into big business? Most of these landowners complaining
about elk herds told hunters No when asked to hunt! Unless you pay 3-10 grand!! Give our residents more
opportunity!! If landowners have elk population worries start a program to get responsible residents in there!!

Waliezer, Jeffrey Moorcroft, WY 1/1/2023 4:12:00 PM

251 Remove non resident hunters period! Most I've seen leave the carcasses! They ruin the few hunting places left for
the hunters that pay taxes! But its all money!

Gray, Darren Newcastle, WY 1/1/2023 4:36:00 PM

252 I am against this proposal. This seems like a mechanism for outfitters to increase the number of clients in eastern
Wyoming. Could I suggest that instead you consider reduced fee cow elk permits in these areas and/or statewide
where above objective?

Rudders, Jonathan Spokane, WA 1/1/2023 6:42:00 PM

253 I just want the commission to do the right thing for the elk herd. Maintaining a healthy elk population should be the
number 1 goal.

Currie, Jarid Schaller, IA 1/1/2023 7:01:00 PM

254 Non resident hunters of all states rely on tags for Hunting in multiple states. Any decrease on tag num eta from
current years quotas will affect hunting availability and increase the need for guided hunts thus increasing cost of
hunting for all non residents and killing hunting as we know it unless your very wealthy. Please help all of us and stop
the takeover of non resident tags by outfitters.

Belland, Bruce Mandan, ND 1/1/2023 7:19:00 PM

255 I am against removing the cap. The US Supreme Court has ruled no less than three times that wildlife belong to the
residents of the state. It is no secret that outfitting organizations and other businesses that sell automatic hunt
applications for big fees would like limits on nonresident licenses eliminated. To take even one license opportunity
from an honest resident just to sell it to a nonresident goes against the principles in the several Supreme Court
rulings. I believe the task force would be serve the citizens of Wyoming by focusing its efforts on ethical outfitters
rules, and investigating ways to ensure licenses are being sold to legitimate residents. I shake my head every time I
read a WYG&F news release on multiple nonresident poaching by individuals who purchased resident tags.

Cunningham, John Afton, WY 1/1/2023 8:33:00 PM

256 Every year it seems we see states start to lean to cater more to their residents. We have done a good job with M/G/S
tag allocation but I fear it may not be enough. With sympathy to non residents, I believe we should do 85/15 for D/E
and 80/20 for A, and allocate approximately 3000-5000 nonresident tags. This should open more opportunities for
the state tax payers while still maintaining a better than average state to state opportunity for non residents,
compared to other states who only grant 10% or up to 10%.

Dalrick, Aaron Cheyenne, WY 1/2/2023 5:32:00 AM

257 I agree with this as it appears it will spread out hunter density rather than in a few select areas.

Scott, Joshua Puyallup, WA 1/2/2023 9:33:00 AM

258 sounds like a great idea

van beek, daniel strasburg, CO 1/2/2023 11:20:00 AM
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259 No keep the present cap at what it is! There is enough competition for what animals we have available now!

Hockaday, Allen Casper, WY 1/2/2023 2:46:00 PM

260 I am against a non resident general elk license. This allows unsuccessful elk hunters an opportunity. A cap on non
resident licenses needs to be kept in place. If hers reduction is the goal then extend the seasons.

Jones, Scott Casper, WY 1/2/2023 7:45:00 PM

261 Do not remove the 7,250 cap on nonresident elk licenses. If anything reduce the cap, 7250 is too many tags for the
already over crowded public land. Many sections of public land are land locked, talk about buying right of way to land
locked sections before talking about increasing tags. Elk are not over populated on accessible public land.

Adams, Wyatt Gillette , WY 1/2/2023 9:14:00 PM

262 I do not want to see the cap removed.

von Kienast, Jeff Dubois , WY 1/2/2023 11:18:00 PM

263 Yes, I agree to cap on non residence elk licenses. Hopefully this will give Wyoming residents more opportunities.

Kassahn, James Burns, WY 1/3/2023 6:24:00 AM

264 Non resident quotas per region is a great way to manage the herd and assure that residents and nonresidents have
great hunts. As a nonresident I don’t mind working to accumulate points and waiting to draw a tag. Most of the
nonresidents can’t afford to go every year.

Tomlinson, Dennis Churubusco, IN 1/3/2023 6:52:00 AM

265 I think the cap should be lowered. Deer, elk, and antelope should be 90% resident and 10% non-resident.

Blakesley, Jacob Powell, WY 1/3/2023 7:48:00 AM

266 DONT REMOVE IT

FRIEL, BRIAN ROCK SPRINGS, WY 1/3/2023 8:10:00 AM

267 i am in favor of removing the cap if it means an Increase in Non-Res total tag allocation. General tag regions (units)
please do not limit it any further, but keep it to same areas as Residents get (or current NR units included in GEN
tag). Expansion of units included would also be welcome change. Thank you.

Lopukh, Roman Lakewood, CO 1/3/2023 8:24:00 AM

268 I would support the idea of removing an overall limit on nonresident elk hunters and develop regions and limit the
individual regions. It would be nice if the regions were the same as the deer regions, but I understand that may not
be possible

Smith, Nathan Casper, WY 1/3/2023 8:35:00 AM

269 Thank you for considering what we have to say! My wife Linda and I spend a month in Wyoming each fall and have
had the opportunity to draw bull tags on occasion. When that does not happen we try to draw a cow tag in the
leftover draw and that determines where we hunt as well as rent accommodations. (Being in our 70's the future hunts
are limited now.) We have seen just about every region in WY by doing so and what a difference in access and
quality of a hunt. We are very encouraged by the recommendations, not from a selfish point of view, but from the
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standpoint it is no doubt an incredible management tool and sorely needed in some of the regions we have hunted
in. Once again, thank you and all the best to the crew there. Brian and Linda Convery

Convery, Brian Lafayette, TN 1/3/2023 8:42:00 AM

270 Being a nonresident, I would like to have the opportunity to hunt antlerless elk in Wyoming. Having a limit of 7,250
non-resident tags limits the possibility. If management objectives can be achieved by allowing in additional out-of-
state hunters, that would be appreciated by non-resident hunters such as myself.

Urban, John ALBUQUERQUE, NM 1/3/2023 9:25:00 AM

271 Remove the cap. Portions of eastern Wyoming are flooded with elk and it’s pushing the mule deer out.

Clark, William Factoryville, PA 1/3/2023 11:58:00 AM

272 I find it very concerning that the Task force wishes to allow non-residents to opportunity to hunt regions clumped
together of areas in a "general" tag while not even residents can hunt some of these areas under a general tag. I
sure wish I had the flexibility hunt area 45 or 36 or 38 under a general tag, but I guess to do that, I would have to
leave my residency behind. It is very plain to see that this is driven by outfitters. The recommendation letter states
that the task force wishes to manage a growing population, and that increased public land pressure forces the elk
onto private lands. How about let's work with the land owners where these herds are to allow free hunting. It is
complete disregard and greed; some of the rates that private landowners are charging to harvest a late season cow
as a management hunt, yet they will claim damages to the WGFD while not letting public access to help manage
these herds and reduce hay/forage loss. Private land owners cry for help, but wont let those willing to help, the
access to do so.

Wellborn, Allen Sheridan, WY 1/3/2023 12:19:00 PM

273 I think this is an interesting proposal. If this helps manage herds better on a regional basis, it is probably a good
move. My concern is if this will lead to a reduction in available non-resident (NR) licenses. Also would it increase NR
licenses in units with designated wilderness areas, while reducing tag numbers in other non-wilderness areas. If this
is the case then I would not support the measure unless the regulations were changed to allow NR hunters to hunt
wilderness areas without a guide or accompanied by a WY resident. I appreciate the opportunity to provide
comments on this recommendation. best regards, Phil Hanebutt Danville IN

HANEBUTT, PHILIP DANVILLE, IN 1/3/2023 12:36:00 PM

274 Increasing non-resident elk licenses and implementing general hunting areas for non-residents is a terrible
recommendation. Public land in Wyoming is already stressed, especially in non-grizzly areas. Increasing non-
resident tags will increase crowding on public lands, and force elk onto private land sooner. The recommendation will
do nothing to herd numbers, and may actually do the opposite. This is a nothing more than a lobbying attempt and
money grab from the Guides and Outfitters associations. Increasing tags has shown little to no-effect on herd
numbers. Instead of increasing tag numbers and establishing additional general areas, the WYGFD and Wildlife
Task Force should focus more on access. This would actually address the issue of herd numbers being over-
objective.

Hill, Beau Gillette, WY 1/3/2023 1:22:00 PM

275 Im for the new regulations.

BRUMFIELD, JACOB SUMRALL, MS 1/3/2023 1:39:00 PM

276 The cap should not be removed. The task force has not given a clear reason on why we need to remove the cap. If
they are wanting to generate more money from out of state sales, this is not the way. Leave the cap and increase
state tag prices. Does not have to be much but I will be the first to say that Wyoming has had cheap tags for a long
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time and a slight increase will not hurt anyone. Other issues i have is you will be putting more pressure on the
"regions". How will they be determined? Is this something that we will be using science and herd counts to find out or
will we just put circles on a map and figure it out.

SCHILT, WILLIAM GILLETTE, WY 1/3/2023 1:52:00 PM

277 I think the removal of the 7,250 cap on non-resident elk licenses will inevitably result in less Wyoming residents
being able to draw. I understand that non resident hunters bring in a lot of money but this is a travesty to resident
hunters. It's already very hard for residents to draw certain areas already. Residents of Wyoming are the ones that
consistently pay for hunting licenses, buy food, gas, hotel rooms, and spread our dollars across the state year after
year. We should not be protecting the rights of non-resident hunters while putting the hunting rights of resident
hunters in jeopardy.

Sweet, Lynn Gillette, WY 1/3/2023 2:12:00 PM

278 If they can not sufficiently manage the herd, then I would have to agree with proposal.

OSWALD, BRET EDGERTON, KS 1/3/2023 2:17:00 PM

279 I do not agree and or support anything the wildlife task force purposes. They have time and time again proved that
they are geared towards helping outfitters more than they are the general public. I do not recommend making this
change.

Hunt, Tyrell Gillette, WY 1/3/2023 3:44:00 PM

280 Remove the cap

ALEXANDER,
MITCHELL

DODGEVILLE, WI 1/3/2023 4:49:00 PM

281 As a non- resident I would love to see more license for non- resident. I do understand that management could also
lower the numbers as years go on. Thx

Hummel, Chad Elkhorn, WI 1/3/2023 6:29:00 PM

282 I am against removing the non resident hunter cap.

Johnson , Danielle Cody, WY 1/3/2023 6:59:00 PM

283 I am opposed to removing the NR cap as a standalone measure by itself (i.e. without the creation of regions as well).
Removing the cap without any sort of regional implementation at the same time is unlikely to solve the problem of
over-population in some areas because there is no guaranty that the new tags will translate to more NR hunters in
the areas in which greater harvest is warranted (presumably, some areas have elk populations over objective
because not enough of the 4,000+ NR hunters with the option to hunt in those areas choose to do so). On the flip
side, increasing the total number of NR hunters (without funneling them to ares where additional harvest is desired)
could lead to over-hunting in other parts of the state, resulting in over-harvest or at a minimum negatively impacting
everyone's experience by having too many other hunters on the mountain.

Yoder, Michael Cody, WY 1/3/2023 8:11:00 PM

284 It’s time to get rid of the general tags altogether and move to limited quota for each individual unit. Manage each unit,
not a general region. I applaud the change to 10% allocation for nonresident sheep moose mt goat and bison. Let’s
do this for elk too!!! As a resident I feel wgfd has always had more interest in nonresidents and outfitters, resident
input is 2nd. It time to look out for the people that live here in wyoming, not maximizing nonresidents tag sales for
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“revenue’. As the least populated state in the us, residents will always have a smaller voice compared to the
enormous amount of nonresidents that would like to hunt here. Listen to the people of wyoming.

Hill, Jason Cody, WY 1/3/2023 8:39:00 PM

285 I strongly believe that no nonresident should receive a elk tag or any tag if a resident didnt draw. Please take a look
at deer population in north western wyoming. Mule deer is really down around Gillette and whitetail in the black hills
is really down. Its time to reduce tags. thank you

muller, russell Gillette, WY 1/3/2023 10:49:00 PM

286 The proposal seems an appropriate change to a policy dated by over 40 years.

SWENO, JOSHUA WAUNAKEE, WI 1/4/2023 10:08:00 AM

287 My preference are for things to remain as they are. My second preference would be to keep the total cap but spread
that among the different regions depending on herd objectives.

CLIFTON, NATHAN EVANSTON, WY 1/4/2023 11:19:00 AM

288 The "Task Force" only accomplished one thing - that it was actually a "Farce". Heavily weighted with biased
committee members ESPECIALLY THE WELFARE "GIVE ME MORE AND MORE" OUTFITTERS., no true and
honest consensus could be formulated. The Task "Farce" did esxpose Nesvik has a very suspect "leader" and
maybe not the right guy for job...

Richards, Pete Cody, WY 1/4/2023 11:39:00 AM

289 This sounds like a win win plan for everyone and I vote yes !!!!!!!

Hornish, Dana HARRISVILLE, WV 1/4/2023 11:56:00 AM

290 I am a non-resident but I do own a place in Afton Wy. I am all about keeping caps on the hunting even though i have
not been able to hunt it yet. I want to preserve the area and the hunting. I would like to see an option for landowners
to have a higher chance to get a tag. Perhaps (1) residents' (2) landowners and (3) non-resident tags. I don't know
that this is possible, but it would be nice until I can move and permanently live in Afton. I still pay the taxes and
contribute to the economy.

Horne, Chad Syracuse, UT 1/4/2023 12:10:00 PM

291 I am a NR and really appreciate the opportunity to hunt wyoming. Ive spent my first 30+ years in CO and was moved
to CA for work. I take my kids hunting out of state every year and have happily spent many years hunting WY. I hope
the residents and the commission find value in our travels to experience WY big game, we certainly respect and
appreciate the opportunity. I sincerely hope that the great people and elected officials are willing to preserve the NR
opportunity. It's certainly not a requirement, but i know we value it. Tags around the west are getting harder and
harder to come by, and i hope that my kids have the opportunity to show their children the lifestyle that we have to
work increasingly hard to experience. Its certainly worth fighting for, and i appreciate any measure that does so.
Thank you for thinking of us.

Patterson, Scott MEADOW VISTA, CA 1/4/2023 2:34:00 PM

292 I AM AGAINST THIS PROPOSAL.......I don't think removing the cap would be a good idea. There is already a ton of
hunting pressure on the available public land. In many areas the elk hold up on private lands where they are
inaccessible to most hunters so removing the cap would not have much of an effect on lowering elk populations if
that were the objective. I believe a better solution would be to increase landowner tags and make them transferable
to anyone or an increase in private land only tags to help disperse the elk by increasing pressure on the private
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lands. Sadly, hunting is becoming more of a "for profit" sport than a tradition, and I truly believe that is the only
reason for wanting to increase the non-resident cap because it will not have much effect on elk herds that are holed
up and inaccessible.

Kline, Keith Gillette, WY 1/4/2023 4:01:00 PM

293 I agree with the Removal of the 7,250 cap on Nonresident elk Licenses and establish regions for Nonresident
General elk Licenses.

Franks, Mitch Riverton, WY 1/4/2023 4:16:00 PM

294 I am not sure how the cap of 7250 for nonresident elk licenses was established. This survey doesn't give me enough
information to properly reflect on this change but I do ask you to proceed with caution. I have many states throughout
the west (Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado) and know they all have some sort of limitation on how
many tags can go to nonresidents. As a nonresident, I find WY to be pretty restrictive to nonresidents. For example,
my father in law lives in Dubois and last year he was able to get three elk tags (a bull tag and two cow tags) and yet I
couldn't get one. WY also already restricts nonresidents by not allowing them to hunt in wilderness areas without an
outfitter and so this pushes residents who can't afford the luxury of an outfitter to look at units that aren't largely
comprised of wilderness. I don't like the idea of listing regions where nonresidents can get tags because this means
there will be regions where nonresidents can't get tags, and therefore all the nonresidents will be pushed to the same
regions. Will those regions we are limited to getting tags have large wilderness areas? Why not do something like
allocate a max of a certain percentage of tags be allowed for all regions. Colorado, for example, allows a max of
30% of tags to go to nonresidents in each drawing. I know many residents complain about seeing all the nonresident
hunters in their favorite spots but I think they forget how much money those nonresidents bring into the state - and
I'm not just talking about the higher fees they pay for tags. Lastly, I ask WY to be careful and consider the "law of
unintended consequences". For example, Colorado went and changed a bunch of units from being over the counter
to application only with the intent of controlling the number of hunters in the respective units. But that caused a whole
bunch of nonresidents to switch to other over the counter units and created crowding in those units. For each action
you take there will be many reactions, many of which you cannot forsee now.

McLain, Curtis South Fork, CO 1/4/2023 4:19:00 PM

295 PLEASE! stop catering to the landowners and outfitters. This is just a play to get more customers willing to pay them
to go hunt. Cap the number of elk tags at 10% of the total available. PER SEX. 10% of any elk or antlered elk tags
then 10% of antlerless elk tags. Leftovers can be a free for all but the initial draw and general OTC tags should be
capped.

warrington, kirk rawlins, WY 1/4/2023 4:33:00 PM

296 If the herd numbers are there shouldn't the management motto be creating more opportunities? It's already hard
enough to get a tag in Wyoming and utterly ridiculous in pricing to buy a tag! It's getting to where a common man
can't even go out west to hunt! Reminds me of Europe were only the kings/rich hunt. This will be my last hunt in
Wyoming if I get drawn. I have already waited 4 years and if i get drawn i will have almost $2000 in a license! But i'm
not really sure if anyone cares anyways. It's like nonresidents are not wanted anymore and we are trying every which
way to keep them from coming unless they have lots of money!

BLANKENSHIP,
KENNETH

STATE ROAD, NC 1/4/2023 6:33:00 PM

297 why the change yhe more nonresident tags you sell the more money you make

LOSINSKI, TIMOTHY RED WING, MN 1/4/2023 7:10:00 PM

298 I think a regional management plan for elk makes more sense compared to a state wide management plan. I think
this regional management plan would allow the wildlife management professionals to manage the elk herds better
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while managing hunting pressure better by limiting tag allocations for each region.

TATUM, BENJAMIN WEST MONROE, LA 1/4/2023 7:58:00 PM

299 Resident should be given more opportunities to hunt in this state than nonresidents. This is a bad idea

Brink, Josh Story, WY 1/4/2023 9:46:00 PM

300 This will make it harder for residents to get tags. If there are that many elk give out more tags to residents

Manselle, Mira Banner, WY 1/4/2023 9:47:00 PM

301 I am often denied a tag as a nonresident in a unit that usually has leftover tags that residents don’t use. That would
be great to not have to try and draw a tag in the leftover draw each year.

Opper, Christopher Antigo, WI 1/5/2023 5:38:00 AM

302 Maybe for land owner only tags…

COYLE, JEFFREY WORLAND, WY 1/5/2023 6:30:00 AM

303 Yes remove the 7250 cap as nonresidents are supposed to get 20% of the elk tags and establishing regions for the
general elk licenses would really help to control hunting pressure and keep herd status in check as the general area
is way to big currently to do any of this.

KEIM, Jon APPLECREEK, OH 1/5/2023 7:13:00 AM

304 My moose points are worthless now because of this and now my elk points will become deluded. I understand the
importance of taking care of the citizens of Wyoming but they do get to hunt every year. Out of state hunter have to
wait 3-4 years just for the general tag. It’s going to get worse with point creep. Why dilute our points even more?

Weis , David Ashland, OH 1/5/2023 8:23:00 AM

305 I think this would be a great idea. As Wyoming sees a large income from the Non-resident elk hunters.

Cichosz, Daniel Whitewood, SD 1/5/2023 8:55:00 AM

306 Yes hand out more elk tags but stop hand cuffing us nonresidents the amount of money we pump into your state to
hunt .. I am 10 years into points for an elk tag and started chasing the points 2 years ago … do you really think your
residents are gonna pay 1200 for a elk tag and then how do you make up the money not sure how much more you
can charge the nonresidents any more before we just can not afford it all y more …. Y not look at land owner tags

Kranz, Bob Hamburg , MN 1/5/2023 9:07:00 AM

307 I successfully harvested a bull elk in Wyoming in 2022. I hunted with a guide in a wilderness area. This was the most
amazing hunting experience of my life and something I hope to do several more times before I'm too old to hunt the
high country. Point creep is a concern of mine. If more licenses are made available, I would expect the annual point
clearing number to decrease. More important than my own desire to hunt elk in Wyoming (which my father did in the
80's on two occasions) is having a healthy elk population that my children can experience in the future. Hunting big
game is becoming a rich mans sport. I'm just a working class man with a love for the mountain west. Hunting Alaska
and Canada are both prohibited by cost and logistics. It would be a shame if hunting the mountain west became
equally prohibitive. Residents should have a priority stake, but non residents are still Americans and should have the
opportunity to hunt this country while we are still free. PDCapwell

CAPWELL, PARKER GREENE, RI 1/5/2023 9:58:00 AM
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308 Although I am a fan of removing the 7,250 cap and make it based on actual data and elk heard sizes, I am not a fan
of limiting non residents to only hunting certain regions. Wyoming has lately made it much harder for nonresidents to
hunt in the state which hurts Wyoming income as our nonresident fees cover a large part of the heard management
dollars.

curtis, owen escondido, CA 1/5/2023 10:25:00 AM

309 NO!

FISCHER, STEVE GARRISON, ND 1/5/2023 11:04:00 AM

310 I AGREE WITH THE CAP AND WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE NUMBER LOWERED AND GIVE THE PIONEER
HUNTERS IN WYOMING THOSE LICENSES INSTEAD WHERE THEY DONT HAVE TO DRAW. THEY HAVE
EARNED THOSE TAGS NOT NON RESIDENTS WITH MONEY.

THOMAS, TROY ROCK SPRINGS, WY 1/5/2023 11:59:00 AM

311 Being a nonresident and having hunted your great state multiple times I see pros and cons to this. Pro being more
tags possibly available to nonresidents. Cons it's going to restrict people to certain areas and create more pressure
in those areas. Residents can still hunt all general units so that pressure is still going to be there. In all this could
create a less enjoyable hunt and push animals to areas off accessible land and force them to want to stay on land
unaccessible.

Ruhoff , Trevor Winona , MN 1/5/2023 12:16:00 PM

312 The Wyoming Wilderness Rule is already unfair to non-residents. This will negatively impact nonresident hunting and
your agency's ability to fund itself of non-residents aren't buying your licenses.

Smith, Adam Omaha, NE 1/5/2023 1:13:00 PM

313 I feel that establishing regions in a similar way to nonresident deer tags could be a great idea to improve herd quality
and numbers in a healthy way. I am for it and believe that it will create opportunities for hunters to decide what type
of hunt they would want. I think it will be good for hunters and elk herds alike.

Pawelek, Rhendon Spring Branch, TX 1/5/2023 1:26:00 PM

314 "The Wyoming Wildlife Taskforce recommends the Wyoming Game and Fish Commission remove the 7,250 cap on
nonresident elk licenses and establish regions for nonresident general elk licenses." I do NOT support removing the
7,250 cap on nonresident elk licenses and establish regions for nonresident general elk licenses. In my estimation,
WGFD has the existing tools and the current system does not constrain WGFD at all in achieving herd management
goals. As a Wyoming Resident, this would further negatively impact those Hunters like myself that take great pride
living in this Great State, and enjoying a well established and managed hunt program.

WYO, Dan Cheyenne, WY 1/5/2023 1:52:00 PM

315 I support new proposal. I have spent many years hunting Wy. except last ten years as draws for tags have become
more difficult, especially elk. It appears there is even more pressure to limit non-resident hunting tags issued. Seems
counter productive to manage herds as well as economically negative to mgmt. budgets.

Warner, Andrew Carson City, NV 1/5/2023 1:58:00 PM

316 Instead of attempting to issue more Nonresident elk tags so you benefit the DIY hunter. Get something together so
Outfitters can get a percent of the tags to issue to their clients. Or a Outfitters sponsored licenses similar to New
Mexico. Either way, if you allow more tags for Nonresident elk hunters. It’s not benefiting anyone but the DIY guys.
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The ones that don’t spend that much money the money on our state that everyone thinks they do. Especially for
General units where they camp in the units and buy food from Sam’s club back home and bring it with them for their
stay. They don’t support local Outfitters.

Faigl, Jason Rock Springs, WY 1/5/2023 2:11:00 PM

317 I enjoy hunting your great state.,I hope to continue in my older years. I believe you should do what is best for the
wildlife & your resident hunters. I would move there but you already have to many folks, in my opinion. Thank you.
Keep up the good work. Tom Smith.

Smith , Thomas Spokane , WA 1/5/2023 5:35:00 PM

318 I like this idea because it will spread hunters out and I can hunt on the general tag with greater confidence that I will
not be overrun with other hunters. Thanks, Michael

Steed, Michael San Antonio, TX 1/5/2023 9:27:00 PM

319 As a resident hunter I am against this.

Mahoney, Pat Casper, WY 1/5/2023 11:23:00 PM

320 I believe removing the cap could increase revenue from nonresident elk hunters while also allowing better heard
management by region with the tag number allocations. This will spread hunters out more as well as enable the
department to increase/decrease tag numbers in relation to the herd. The negative is that hunters will have to
commit to a region even if they are not finding success. It will make some general regions quite a bit harder to draw
with point creep and will probably turn them into limited entry draws in the future. Possibly look at a 50%
preference/50% random or bonus point system or 25/75 for the general units to help increase odds for low point
holders.

CARMAN, ALTON WOODS CROSS, UT 1/6/2023 4:53:00 AM

321 is this a change to make change .

BYINGTON, JASON VICTOR, ID 1/6/2023 5:57:00 AM

322 Leave the 7250 for antler elk fixed....Allow additional OS cow/calf elk licenses to address over population issue. .
Killing more bulls does not address the too many elk issue.

Aksamit, Thomas Sheridan, WY 1/6/2023 9:33:00 AM

323 I agree that local Game and Fish offices would be best able to determine the number of elk hunt licenses in terms of
local knowledge of herd health and hunting pressure. I agree with removing the cap.

A SAVOIA, STEPHEN PINETOP, AZ 1/6/2023 9:41:00 AM

324 I am a non-resident. I get the cap on total license but feel like allowing only certain regions will devastate those areas
and cut short a lot of use to national forests that are owned by everyone.

Zumbrum, Kevin York, PA 1/6/2023 10:20:00 AM

325 I think this would be a great idea!! That way the Game and Fish would have a better idea on what regions have too
many elk and places that might need some watching and get herds built up. For myself and my family I think this
would be very helpful as my Uncle lives in Wyoming, but his area is unit 120 for elk and it took us 9 years to draw, so
this might let us come out to hunt every 3-4 years if not sooner. Thanks for a great place to come and HUNT!!!!
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Hanneman, Kirk Aurora, NE 1/6/2023 10:34:00 AM

326 I support this proposal as written

Cahill, Lawrence Lenexa, KS 1/6/2023 11:49:00 AM

327 I agree that the cap on nonresident elk licenses should be removed. Total elk in Wyoming have increased
substantially since this cap was first established.

JOHNSON, KYLE MUKILTEO, WA 1/6/2023 2:12:00 PM

328 I do not think this is a good idea whatsoever. There are already too many non resident hunters cram packed into
every general area. Doing this would make it even worse. I would be willing to pay double or triple for my tags in
order to not have to compete with even more non residents every time I hunt general.

Monchamp, Monte Sheridan, WY 1/6/2023 4:41:00 PM

329 Non resident here. With the challenges in getting an elk tag (and quite honestly any tag) our party is considering
scrapping hunting in Wyoming. The ranchers are cutting off more and more blm land by buying up strips of land
across access roads… so it appears that blm and the ranches are in each others pockets. there is little incentive to
keep feeding the points beast. It is not clear whether the proposal will produce more or less opportunities for hunters
out of state.

Paul, Jon Prior Lake, MN 1/6/2023 4:53:00 PM

330 How about a one time bull tag application for non resident and that only tag u get make it easier to qualify then u can
only get cow tags just want to shoot one bull and I think there's a lot people thinking the same getter done!

CANTALOPE, JAMES POLLOCK, SD 1/6/2023 5:29:00 PM

331 Wyoming residents should be first. If the reason you want to remove the cap is to lower elk numbers, then open up
better opertunitys for residents first. Depridation hunts, work with ranchers and land owners to open up more
opportunities.

Luhrsen, Lars Cheyenne, WY 1/6/2023 5:45:00 PM

332 As a resident hunter im ok with establishing non resident regions for general elk tags. I am strongly against
increasing the non resident elk quota for limited or general tags. I understand there are places where the elk herd
needs to be reduced such as corn fields in eastern Wyoming. So increase cow tags. Increasing the bull harvest is
not an effective way to reduce populations. Furthermore I am strongly against increasing non resident general tags
in places like the thorofare. And of course, as we all knew would happen with this proposed change, this is exactly
what is in the proposal. Increasing general tags for non residents in both of these scenarios is just another way for
outfitters to try and work around not getting outfitter allotted tags and for the G&F to increase revenue. We have the
best elk hunting in the world. Why are we going to change it? Elk are one of the few big game species that are
thriving. So why the need to change. Again the obvious reason is to find a way around Wyoming hunters saying NO
to outfitter tags. The task force membership was hugely slanted in favor of outfitters and landowners. Which was of
course the plan from the start. The task force has been clearly told by Wyoming hunters that we do not want
increases in non residents hunting here. Yet they continually ignore these comments and vote for their pocket book.
It’s time for the G&F including the commission to start listening to Wyoming residents. Thank for the opportunity to
comment.

Stam, Barton Thermopolis , WY 1/6/2023 6:00:00 PM

333 I like the idea about increasing the cap space I would suggest making it easier for residents to get the other areas
that are not general tags so residents get more of the drawn tags and non residents get more opportunity to get a
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general elk tag

Seely, Ryder Wheatland , WY 1/6/2023 6:54:00 PM

334 I have read the proposal, and think that regionalizing the quota's is an excellent way to better manage game. As
there can be a marked difference in weather conditions , disease and predator issues from one part of the state to
the other, at any given time.

Lingbeck, Jeffrey Cresco, IA 1/7/2023 5:19:00 AM

335 I see no need to change the current system.

Sipe, Dwight Grimesland, NC 1/7/2023 6:13:00 AM

336 Does the state realize what a nonres hunter contributes to the economy? I usually stay 10 days in a hotel and eat out
every night. I’m sure if this rule holds you will loose my 2-3k annually I spend in Wy.

James, Metza Chippewa Falls, WI 1/7/2023 6:28:00 AM

337 This will bring a huge loss of revenue to Wyoming fish and game and will the point creep go up even more then it
already is. Nonresidents do not have anywhere near the opportunity the residents have. As a non resident we have
to travel long distances and tack short vacations to be able to hunt. Please don’t take our ability to hunt your great
animals

McCallie, Michael Three Rivers, MI 1/7/2023 7:32:00 AM

338 I strongly oppose removing the cap on nonresident liscences. As a resident, it is so frustrating seeing all of the
nonresident liscence plates and people swarming through our hunting areas. Many of these people are quite wealthy
and don’t hunt for the meat. This makes it more difficult for Wyoming residents who rely on elk to feed their families.
If we are not more careful with the management of our herds, we may squander Wyoming’s most valuable resource!

Semadeni, Joseph Fairview , WY 1/7/2023 8:34:00 AM

339 Great suggestion by the task force--this group is really stepping up to their job with a lot of thought and work--I
applaud them. Raising the cap and establishing regions would be beneficial to management, along with outfitters
and landowners. Thank you

REESE, CHASE SHAWNEE, WY 1/7/2023 11:59:00 AM

340 Seems a little low. Look forward to hunting or moving there one day. I think corner crossing should be illegal. Give
animals a break. There’s always more people, going to ,pre places and screwing up the wildlife. Corner crossing
gives them some sanctuary. Thanks

Hermansen, Dennis Aberdeen, SD 1/7/2023 3:01:00 PM

341 Priority for elk tags should be given to residents. Capping non resident elk tags and reducing their allocation is a
good thing. On the flip side, non residents should not be forced to hire a guide to hunt in designated wilderness
areas.

Koerber, Gabriel Jackson, WY 1/7/2023 3:03:00 PM

342 As I understand it, removing the cap would allow more hunting pressure in the general areas. I am Adamantly
Opposed to removing the cap. I do not want any more hunters in the general areas where I hunt.

Brumbaugh, Elizabeth Wapiti, WY 1/7/2023 3:24:00 PM
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343 I feel the general elk areas …at least the ones I’ve hunted….already have too many people in them. Fall 2022 it
seemed over every ridge and around every corner I ran into hunters….even when hiked back away from roads.
Potentially adding more people to area seems as it would pressure elk out of area and also be a potential safety
concern for accidental crossfire situations.

Brainard, Brett Glenrock, WY 1/7/2023 4:29:00 PM

344 I would recommend that regions for non-resident general elk licenses (akin to regions for non-resident deer licenses)
and issue annual quotas for those regions commensurate with target population objectives. Additionally, 5-10 year
average resident harvest for those regions should be taken into account so as not to adversely impact hunter
opportunity for any particular hunting season. As a side note, my personal observations from elk hunting in the
nearest public land in WY in proximity to some of the most populated cities in the Colorado Front Range is that these
units (11,12,13,21) could actually experience more trophy quality animals (for a general unit) if less non-residents
hunters were present .

Creagan, Blake Riverside, WY 1/7/2023 5:48:00 PM

345 This seems logical since the numbers were established several years ago and without any real basis. This change
would allow the fish and game to manage the number yearly by herd sizes. Being a non-resident Hunter it is logical
because being able to draw a license in Wyoming is getting harder every year.

winzer, Brett Valley Center, KS 1/7/2023 7:09:00 PM

346 I agree with the commission, need to give wildlife managers all the tools they need to manage herds.

WINFREY, GREG Janesville, CA 1/7/2023 10:06:00 PM

347 As non-resident hunter living in a state with no elk hunting opportunity, I face a choice in where I go elk hunting out of
state. While this recommendation could mean more opportunities for non residents to hunt elk in WY, it must also
address the reality limited public land access to acess the elk. It will matter little to have more tags if at the same
time, there is not the access for hunters to hunt the elk. I for one would hunt cow elk every year in your State if I was
assured of better access to the elk herds.

Jiacinto, Joseph MOUNT VERNON, IA 1/8/2023 8:52:00 AM

348 I am very much in favor of lifting the cap on nonresident elk licenses. I cannot speak on whether or not I'm in favor of
gen elk regions, without seeing what the regions are?

Scott, Travis Alma, NE 1/8/2023 9:54:00 AM

349 The cap needs to be removed to better allow WYDFG to manage the herd numbers.

Vogel, Michael anchorage, AK 1/8/2023 12:53:00 PM

350 I do not support the removal of the 7,250 cap on nonresident elk licenses. I do not agree with this attempt to make
sure the outfitters and guides in Wyoming make more money for these hunters. This is just an attempt to shaft
resident elk hunters.

ROBERTS, LARRY Casper, WY 1/8/2023 1:46:00 PM

351 I think raising the available licenses for nonresidents is needed with the ever increasing point creep. More tags mean
more opportunities for hunting and more money brought to Wyoming. Opening up more land would be the next step
for opportunity with so much public land being inaccessible

PHILLIPS, KURT MINERAL POINT, WI 1/8/2023 2:07:00 PM
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352 There are two issues more likely to increase elk harvest numbers than increasing out of state hunters. In regards to
my first issue, elk get trained by hunters and utilize private land as sanctuaries. Land owners complain about
damage but want to charge hunters outrageous trespassing fees for harvest. Hence the reason some area have
such low harvest numbers. Second north western hunt areas are seeing more nonresident hunters because the are
unaware of how extensive the grizzly problem is. It's not that I'm lazy and don't want to walk, it's I don't want to be a
snack for a grizzly because they are so thick and not afraid of humans.

Russell , Jeffrey Casper , WY 1/8/2023 2:49:00 PM

353 No…this is a terrible idea. Our areas and wildlife are already over pressured. We are slowly destroying hunting and
fishing through commercialization. Hunt with a general tag, on public land, on opening day, and tell me I am wrong.

Wentz, Justin Casper, WY 1/8/2023 5:05:00 PM

354 I'M AN ANNUAL HUNTER IN WYOMING AND PURCHASE PREFERENCE POINTS EVERY YEAR WITH A HOPE
OF GETTING AN ELK TAG. MY FRIENDS AND I SPEND IN EXCESS OF $40K TO HUNT AND WOULD BE
FORCED TO GO TO ALASKA OR CANADA IF IT GETS HARDER TO HUNT IN WYOMING.

BENSON, BRYAN ARCADIA, OK 1/8/2023 6:16:00 PM

355 All wildlife management and game departments exist because of Sportsmans dollars and financial support. It would
therefore follow easily that if sound biological decision making based on population management and harvest quotas
is followed carefully, then no artificial quotas makes sense. Limiting nonresident numbers is probably driven more off
of emotion and resentment by residents than anything else. The financial input from non-residents on a per capita
basis is much higher and I would think that the Wyoming game and fish department would be very wise to continue
sound biological decision-making, while at the same time tap into the significant financial benefits to the department
and to wildlife in general by allowing non-residents to continue to contribute heavily to funding the department. It
would seem only logical to remove the arbitrary caps and welcome the extensive financial benefit from non-
residents, as well as all of the downstream income to local businesses and services that follow as well.

SANCHEZ, GONZALO FORT PIERRE, SD 1/8/2023 6:49:00 PM

356 The nonresident revenue that is given to wyoming has aided in the outfitters and the state. The nonresident who has
supported the state for years and then to have tags reduced is unfair to those who have built points to one day day a
tag. Currently I have 17 (maximum) elk point and I've waited my share of time to hunt. Keep the tags as allocated
and reward those who have supported wyoming (financially) with future tags.

Pratt, Dewey Syracuse, UT 1/8/2023 10:07:00 PM

357 I would like to see an increase in price for elk licenses. Wyoming definitely has the best elk hunting. Nonresidents
have no problem applying for Wyoming because it is easier for them to draw nonresident Wyoming tag than to draw
a resident tag in their own state. The extra revenue would benefit the state.

Nichols, Dennis Afton, WY 1/9/2023 7:25:00 AM

358 It seems to me, this could all be made much simpler. Each zone has a quota and the non-residents get a certain
percentage of those tags. This would probably necessitate combining some of the smaller zones but I think it would
make sense for everyone.

Eichele, Arthur Cody, WY 1/9/2023 8:16:00 AM

359 As a non-resident of the state of WY I would welcome more opportunity to hunt elk in WY. Because of that I support
removing the cap on non-resident elk liceneses.

BAGGETT, JAMES BRENTWOOD, TN 1/9/2023 9:13:00 AM
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360 I am strongly against creating a 'general' area in Area 7. Although elk numbers are above herd objectives, creating a
general area in Area 7 will not solve the issue. The issue is lack of access to hunt the animals. I am 66 years old and
cannot pack an animal out. When hunting season begins, the elk go to private property and stay there. There will not
be an increased harvest by creating a general area. It will create more overcrowding on the limited public land that is
accessible and not landlocked by private owners. I believe that the overcrowding will create hunter conflicts with
each other. The best way to achieve herd objectives in Area 7 is to increase public access to the landlocked areas,
through easements and land exchanges. Negotiate the use of atv's to retrieve downed game in walk-in areas--i.e.
after 11 a.m. No, no, no to a general Area 7 for anyone (residents and non-residents)! Thank you for considering my
comments.

Haroian, ROSEMARY Douglas, WY 1/9/2023 9:43:00 AM

361 IF the State of WY and the Game & Fish are truly concerned about the health of their Elk population and keeping
over population, disease & land destruction in check then allow more Non Resident Hunters in. Non Resident
Hunters also bring $$$$$$$ into every aspect of WY. 2022 It took 4 points to get drawn, Hunters like ME will start
hunting elsewhere when having to WAIT 4-5 years JUST to get drawn. I won't continue to apply or buys points to
Hunt every 5 years. WY is sending a clear message, they don't want Non Resident Hunters. Please tell your
Ranchers & Farmers, there will be more competition for their livestock.

SCHMIDT, LAWRENCE SCOTTSDALE, AZ 1/9/2023 10:42:00 AM

362 i already have a tough time drawing - that will only make it harder

ARMSTRONG, DAVID FORT COLLINS, CO 1/9/2023 11:58:00 AM

363 The majority of the elk population is on private land. I don’t think it would be a good idea to increase the non-resident
general license cap. It seems to me that increasing nonresident tags valid on private land or all tags on private land
would be the best way to increase the harvest.

Hubbard , Joe Gillette , WY 1/9/2023 2:35:00 PM

364 No keep the cap in place.

Giustino, Jeff Laramie, WY 1/9/2023 2:36:00 PM

365 You should increase incentives for residents and sell more resident licenses.

Hubbard , Russ Moorcroft, WY 1/9/2023 6:05:00 PM

366 As a non resident I completely understand doing what you can to spread people out. However with the ever
increasing prices, and potential for reduced limited entry tags in the future. I believe the commission should look to
increase non resident quota of general tags by a substantial margin. The increased elk herd can support it and you
have the ability to spread that pressure around. You could even do this by forcing non residents to choose a weapon
while increasing tag numbers. The overall pressure wouldn't need to increase while the non resident opportunity
could increase. This could also help reduce some point creep.

Blessin, Zach LEXINGTON, NE 1/9/2023 7:00:00 PM

367 The point creep on the general tag has become very disappointing. I think regions would be a good option, maybe a
type 9 general tag? Or make all units have a type 9 draw hunt so those who want to hunt with a bow more often (with
possibly less success of a typical archery hunt) have that as an option.

JONES, KRISTOPHER CARLIN, NV 1/9/2023 8:47:00 PM
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368 I agree with the removal of caps for nonresidents and any other measures the commission needs to remove those
caps

Oliphant II, Michael Indianapolis, IN 1/9/2023 8:57:00 PM

369 Residents should have priority. But if in an area there is more elk than desired. It should be able to allow more
nonresidents to get licenses. Where I hunt is mostly private. The landowner wants elk there but feels now that there
is too many and would like more tags issued. Does not want to open it up to the public but control the number of
hunters and who goes on his property.

HASHEIDER, BRADLEY SAUK CITY, WI 1/10/2023 6:47:00 AM

370 Reduce the number!

ANDERSON, RYAN RIVERTON, WY 1/10/2023 7:40:00 AM

371 reduce the limit

scherf, william riverton, WY 1/10/2023 7:47:00 AM

372 Reduce non resident tags across the board

Wilczewski, Charles Riverton, WY 1/10/2023 8:26:00 AM

373 We waited 13 yrs. until 2019 to draw non residents tags and was the best hunting experience a guy could ask for if
you cut the tags no telling when we will be able to come back. We spent many thousands between hotel rooms and
supplies and were treated great by the locals. I hope there is some thought put into how much this will effect your
small town economy. I hope you can take this into consideration Thank you Matt

VIESSMAN, MATTHEW DAWSON, MN 1/10/2023 10:02:00 AM

374 As a non resident of WY but a resident of ND, I appreciate their being some limitations on out of state hunters.
However, I also think the WGF should have the ability to increase the NR Bull tags as from my understanding this
has not been done in several years.

Coffey, Jason MENOKEN, ND 1/10/2023 12:05:00 PM

375 I do not like this recommendation. I feel there needs to be a cap on Non Resident general licenses and the cap
should be lowered significantly due the increase in Wyoming's population and increase in resident hunting pressure.
The potential to add more non resident hunters is not a good thing for the experience of the resident hunter.

Miller, Mike Powell, WY 1/10/2023 12:14:00 PM

376 With declining numbers, I feel there should be a limit. First to the applications from out of state. Then if more needs
done to the in state applications. The Elk license should be resident first.

Harris, Mark Casper, WY 1/10/2023 1:15:00 PM

377 First of all, I want to express my gratitude for the Wyoming Game and Fish Department requesting feedback from
residents. Normally, I agree that there should be as many opportunities for individuals to go hunting. Either by
themselves or with family. However, I do think capping the number of licenses for nonresidents is important and
beneficial to residents of Wyoming. I honestly think we should even decrease that number and do a 90/10 split, with
90% allocated for residents. Thank you!

Sonderup, Matt Cheyenne, WY 1/10/2023 1:33:00 PM
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378 My Concern is we will be placing excessive hunting pressure on already high pressured areas (129). Unless a
majority of the NR tags will be allocated to outfitters and drive elk off of private land I don't see these extra licenses
allowing for a higher take of elk, instead I see the extra tags only driving more elk onto private land and reducing
opportunity, success, and satisfaction for resident hunters. If we do add more NR tags to these highly pressured
areas I would suggest adding private land only tags as a bulk or near majority of the tag adds to help drive elk back
to public land and increase elk take, which should get numbers back towards objective. I appreciate all the work
done here and truly appreciate looking into policy that isn't science based, and revising. We are past the point of
"this is how we've always done it". WGFD does and excellent job. As a side note I also look forward to seeing what
the plan is with preference points as that system is obviously not sustainable. Thank you for your time. Nick Hurley

HURLEY, Nick Gillette, WY 1/10/2023 1:41:00 PM

379 Don't change a thing, and get people on the Task Force who are actually normal people/hunters who don't stand to
specifically benefit like the majority of the people on the Task Force do. You can not come to any decision that isn't
biased with the current Task Force.

Tonso, Tyler Cheyenne, WY 1/10/2023 1:58:00 PM

380 Not knowing how the newly established non resident zones will impact my hunting opportunities as a non resident,
it’s hard to comment for or against. I would rather have the opportunity to review the full proposal before providing
comment.

Stoner, Dustin Jonestown , PA 1/10/2023 4:30:00 PM

381 Allow residents to get 2 elk tags before offering more tags to non-residents. Wealthy non-residents are overflowing
western state’s hunting like Colorado and Idaho already. Protect Wyoming from unlimited non-resident hunting and
support the residents instead.

Rosenberg , James Flagstaff , AZ 1/10/2023 6:33:00 PM

382 Please allow nonresidents to apply as group and use a lottery system or first come first serve tags.

DUDA, KEVIN STEVENS POINT, WI 1/10/2023 6:40:00 PM

383 Too many non residents are already ruining hunting for us residents. People need to hunt their own state. We are
moving to Cody next summer and I would hate to see Wyoming hunting ruined like the unlimited non residents did to
our Idaho hunting. Idaho finally limited non residents to stop the terrible over hunting but it’s already too late. So
frustrating to head to the canyon you hunted as a kid with your grandad and see multiple pickups, toy haulers, and
side by sides with out of state license plates already parked at the trailhead.

Hughes, Meg Boise, ID 1/10/2023 6:43:00 PM

384 i like hunting in Wyoming but it hard to get draw for nonresident tag seeing how they cut out the nonresident quota

Nelson, Mike Richland, MO 1/10/2023 6:47:00 PM

385 remove

BORSKI, STEVEN WILLIS, TX 1/10/2023 8:25:00 PM

386 Will the “Regions” for non-resident hunters be accessible? Will they be regions with known elk populations? Will
nonresident hunters be appreciated for the revenue brought to Wyoming? Will the drawings be fair? All good
questions but will there be honest answers if answered at all?
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Gramza, Ed Kenosha, WI 1/11/2023 6:11:00 AM

387 Absolutely the old cap of 7250 elk tags should be removed and more opportunity for NON residents brought to
surface since it feels like Wyoming is constantly taking opportunity away from us.

Wearly, Dustin Riverdale , UT 1/11/2023 6:17:00 AM

388 Yes on 7520

STONE, EDGAR CHEYENNE, WY 1/11/2023 7:33:00 AM

389 While it appears that this recommendation has merit based on the current biological condition of the herd, would
non-resident elk licenses still be capped as a certain percentage of the total tags issued for a particular unit or
region? If not, why not? Resident hunters could be issued additional cow tags in units or regions above objective and
help control the herd just as easily as Non residents. Are there financial objectives/implications for other lost revenue
streams to Game and Fish, associated with this recommendation G&F? If so, let's get these implications "out front"
so everyone can fully understand what this change will mean.

Barry, Tim Cody, WY 1/11/2023 8:09:00 AM
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